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The Director's Report

INTERPRETATION-MUCH MORE THAN
GETTING THE STORY ACROSS
In 1916, the year the National Park Service was established, families normally spent
at least a week camping in the national
parks—oftentimes enjoying nature walks,
campfire programs in the evening, and, when
at Yosemite, the spectacular fire fall. Today,
things are a bit different. Although families
still vacation in the parks, they do so for a
much shorter period of time—2 or 3 days.
And while there still are nature walks and
evening campfires to enjoy, the fire fall no
longer exists.
Other not so subtle changes are taking
place. Recreation vehicles are on the increase. In numbers, they are replacing tents.
Families are changing in composition—from
two-parent to one-parent families. Those
visiting parks are older in years as the country's population continues to age. Changes are taking place and will continue to take
place, but our role as stewards of the national park system requires
us to adapt to and work with these changes in order best to meet
opportunities to interpret for visitors the environment and the history
of this country.
This responsibility—to interpret—is something we do well. The
story of Jamestown unwinds by way of a costumed interpreter speaking Elizabethan English; the portrayal of a lock keeper's wife by
a talented state park interpreter comes to life at Lowell; the
re-creation of a civil or revolutionary war military encampment and
battle, and the demonstration of military life are interpretive programs appreciated by the public. Living history programs such as
these are effective ways in which to get the story across. But. along
with living history programs, there are junior ranger programs that
give youngsters the experience of camping overnight, along with
other educational programs that attract them to the parks. These
efforts should be expanded, because it is this generation that soon
will shoulder the awesome responsibility of protecting and preserving this country's natural and cultural resources.
Like it or not, we are in the business of education, and the system
must serve as a kind of classroom for creatively teaching not only
children but also adults about the critical importance of conservation. We should continue to provide nature walks and campfire talks,
while also developing innovative teaching approaches. The trollunder-the-bridge at Yellowstone is an example of how to get the
attention of children and adults. The program teaches them about
the ecology of a stream and the interrelation that exists.
We no longer can confine our teachings to the park classroom,
but must move out into the neighboring towns, cities, and countryside, bringing to our neighbors the importance of preserving the
heritage of this country and explaining the phenomena of the
greenhouse effect, the importance of biological diversity and the
seriousness of acid rain. We cannot do this alone, however. We must
use volunteers, and we must encourage and support the work of

private environmental institutions. We even
can create our own working and learning institutions for senior adults in various locations throughout the park system.
For us, the challenge now is to present
to the world an educational program created
by using die tremendous resources within die
National Park Service. Ultimately, much
more is needed than just telling a story; our
job is the critical one of creating an
awareness of the inestimable value of preserving cultural and natural values. We must be
prepared to "market" national parks. Now,
by that I don't mean commercialize the
system. I mean inform the public about the
system. For example, it is my hope that in
the near future we will have the traveling
exhibit. "Treasures of the Nation," on the road, reaching five or
six American cities during a two-year period and possibly one European location thereafter. This exhibit will give many Americans the
chance to learn about park areas that they otherwise might not
experience.
If people do not learn an appreciation of their nation's natural
and cultural values, how can they be expected to see the value of
protecting what they do not understand? Understanding leads to protection, and it is this understanding that the Service's programs must
encourage.
The challenge is a great one—to continue to preserve the heritage
of the past for a world hurtling into the future. But we can do it
only if we realize that things have changed, that new techniques and
ideas constantly must be used and developed if we are to educate
the present and future generations of the problems confronting us
as we move into the 21st century and beyond.

William Penn Mott, Jr
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Not long ago, I gazed, almost hypnotized,
out the front door of a friend's house onto
a wintery hill. In that late afternoon light,
the stark outlines of trees were softened
somewhat. They blended with the general
grayness of the day and gave to the hillside
a monochromatic uniformity conducive to
thought. Encouraged by the view, I began
mentally to toy with the notion of living in
that house, of standing on that wooden
floor in the chill of a February afternoon,
watching snow fill up the woods—of
waiting waiting waiting for footsteps that,in
the real world of tables and chairs, I knew
would never come, but imagining them
anyway, imagining them so solidly true,
sounding on that floor, that I am sure I
heard them. And so, by the time I walked
out the door and closed it behind me, I
had filled the entire frame structure with
laughter and holidays and baking bread. I
had stationed a sledding child on the hill
and, behind him. a timid pet. I had woven
an orchard out of nothing and tossed in a
meadow for the texture its grasses might
give to a snowy world. In short. I had
made the place mine in my head.
This kind of imagining is part of what
writers do, and interpreters, and anyone
else who has any dealings whatsoever with
the intangibles that sometimes become
more real—or at least more conducive to
reality—than the coffee and doughnuts
some of us reach for through half-closed
eyelids on too many mornings. At their
best, such people can evoke sights and
sounds long gone. They can urge upon us
a sense of place that even in the most forbidding landscapes makes us feel easy,
comfortable, at home with ourselves. They
can, through a word, a gesture, a tremor
of the voice, enable us to understand with
quickened intelligence the precise shape
and tone and implication of their meaning.
How?
I think a sort of alchemy takes place.
The interpreter or writer or painter or
musician stands between the audience and
the raw material from which he or she is
about to craft an experience. As the
alchemists of old are reputed to have done,
these modern day miners after true gold
bring the atoms of who they are to the
crucible containing what is about to be
created. They bring to it their memories.
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their past, the things that matter to them
and the things that don't. They react to it
and with it—with audience and resource—
until something is created that never
existed before: something intangible, yet
nevertheless real, because it becomes part
of the collective memory of everyone who
is present. Everyone who listens to an
interpreter speak shares the energy of that
moment, and takes some portion of it away
with them. I know I will never forget a
walk along Lake Yellowstone, thanks to the
vitality brought to the story by the
interpreter.
Occasionally I hear from an NPS writer
friend who seems to know intuitively when
I need mental time-out. During our sporadic
conversations, he reads to me the latest
additions to his growing body of work. I
close my eyes, seeing the words—and this.
I think, is also an important ingredient of
interpretation, because I participate in the
process. He wrests his vision (as truthful a
one as possible) from the raw materials
around him. Then I, as audience, willingly
engage myself in it. His is not a vision
offered to the void, but one strengthened
by communication with those around him.
And so, in imagination I allow myself to
conjure his "glacial green rivers," his "firs
rising from fog," and adventures I have
never known.

In much the same way, I hope this
month's Courier provides room for conjuring, for exploring mental passageways untraveled before. As you read, thoughtfiilly
consider Dr. Walter Adey's proposal for a
new approach to ecosystem interpretation
(one of those rare ideas whose beautiful
simplicity may help resolve the conflict
between visitor enjoyment and resource
preservation), as well as Carol Spears's
approach to the important issue of interpreting biological diversity. Then visit
Williamsport with Diane Jung where the
raw stuff of interpretation—the fabric of
the resource itself—is preserved by a cadre
of skilled craftsmen. Finally, if you are
looking to experience in words some of
the passion and drama of one explorer's
original adventure, read Steve Beesley's
"Rooms Without Ceilings." Here language
has a conviction all its own, which helps
to communicate to those who may never
personally experience it the wild power of
water.

HELPING JOHNNY FLUNK
SOCIAL STUDIES

letter is dated October 27, it was not
postmarked until November 15, probably
because it went out from the school as a
class project after other park letters had
been written and collected. Supposedly it
received proper consideration in DCs
bureaucratic blender and was finally
redirected here to Boston on December 15.
Why did this youngster's plea for a
Fort McHenry brochure land in the North
Atlantic Region you ask? Clue: it had
company. A half dozen schoolkid letters of
request were stapled together and the top
one had Acadia NP underlined, but the
ones below it were all for mid-Atlantic
Region parks. The "top dog" got scratched.
Since there hasn't been a "run" on the
Maryland fort's brochure recently, I found
a couple to send Josh, along with a
Map/Guide and Index as sort of a makeup
gift in case our delay in getting this rather
simple request to his school put him in a
bad situation. I also inserted a short
reminder to him to always write directly to

Dixie
If Joshua M. of New York State doesn't
want to drop any of his spare pocket
change into one of our donation boxes the
next time he's in a national park, no jury
would convict him.
Josh's Middle School class apparently
was asked to do a report on some national
park facility. He chose Fort McHenry NM
and Historic Shrine and politely addressed
a letter of request for information to
Director of Public Affairs. NPS, DOI,
Washington DC. Unfortunately his teacher
was not park-wise enough to know that the
Fort has its own mail slot. As soon as he
dropped his letter in a postal box. poor
Joshua unknowingly became a captive of
NPS PCBs (paper channeling bunglers).
Though the child's computer-written

These and other articles comprise a
beginning for the story of interpretation in
the National Park Service. They are a
start, and only that. Read them, and. as
you do, use your own imagination to see
with the interpreters.

the park for such items (now that he had
all the addresses) and never write to
Washington for anything except grant
money.
Test #21: Dope or Dopes
In a similar episode, a taxpayer got
even more than "The C Street Shuffle" in
1987 when he wrote to his Congressman
(yes, his Congressman) for a map of a
certain STATE park, which is located less
than 50 miles from his house.
Poor schlep. If I remember correctly,
his request went through some giant
governmental wheel of fortune, and even
picked up some official White House notation stationery before it landed on my desk.
It clearly asked for WHEREVER STATE
PARK information and a map. Without
pause that letter then zoomed past several
well-paid pairs of federal eyes attached to
nice suits before I had the sad task of informing this inquisitive hiker (after a
month) that his map could be obtained at
the state park's main office, for which I
enclosed the proper address.
Recent memos indicate there are people
who are going to be running around with
specimen bottles testing the pre-determined
"highly sensitive" warm bodies of this
organization. Perhaps some laboratory hack
could come up with a test to tell whether
someone had an ounce or even an iota of
common sense.
I didn't see it in the President's Weekly
Proclamation booklet, but I know that at
least one of the two weeks before Christmas must have been "National Twit
Week" because just about everybody in
this lovely building deserved a good whack
in the back of the head to get them on the
right track. Must have been the seasonal
strain of gift selection, end-of-year projects
being due. and the anticipation of the next
Presidential cabinet appointment.
Bottom of the Mail Sack
You can match these up with your dayto-day Incoming. I was curious at the process that brought to our office the letter
from Georgia addressed: State Capitol.
Department of Tourism. Boston, MA 02109.
The third line was perfect.
Under the heading of "All You Can
Read for One Stamp" would be the letter
we got from Dave in Pennsylvania. He
wrote: ". . .would most appreciate receiving
material listing activities in your area:

tourist attractions, eateries, tours, whale
watching, colleges, historic places and people and maps of the area."
At least he didn't ask for movie schedules and Red Sox tickets. As for historic
people, I wonder if he wanted them
breathing, in stone, or on video tape?
We'll see. and hey, hey! It's still good
advice from the Sarge, "Let's be careful
out there."

THE P E R S O N N E L

SIDE

Terrie Fajardo
Hi there!
There's nothing like cuddling down
with a good book on a cold winter's night.
I was fortunate to receive a copy of David
Macaulay's wonderful book. "The Way
Things Work." for Christmas, and I
haven't been able to put it down. The book
describes how things operate in great detail—
everything from airplanes to computers.
Makes me wish the Federal Personnel
Manual had pictures. Maybe Macaulay
will take that on as his next project. I'm
sure Farley Brown, among others, would
appreciate that.
You may remember Farley. A few
months ago. he loaned one of his clerktypists, Ms. Sidney Fitzwheasel. to another
branch in his division, i.e., Sidney went
on detail. It worked out so well that she
applied and was selected for the position
once it was advertised. Now Farley
wonders what he can do to fill his job.
He's a relatively new supervisor and has
never hired someone on his own. He
wants to know his options. How do things
work? How do candidates know what to
apply for?
"Get comfortable. Farley." I said,
reaching for my crayons, "let me draw
you a picture!" (I wonder what Macaulay
would think of what came next?)
When a manager has a position to fill,
s/he has to get the word out. The vacancy
announcement issued by the Personnel
Office is the basic "town crier" for
recruitment purposes. With it, the manager
notifies potential candidates of an available
position. The announcement also tells the
candidate when the job opens and closes,
the title/series/grade, the basic duties of
the position, the qualifications required
(including knowledges, skills, abilities and

other characteristics) and where the job is
located.
A manager has several options when
filling positions. One immediate consideration is "Do I want to go inside or outside
the current workforce when I recruit?"
That means determining to seek applicants
within the National Park Service workforce
(Servicewide/regionwide/parkwide or
WASO). or the Department of Interior
(including all bureaus), or the government
workforce in general. Promotion, reassignment/transfer, downgrade, reinstatement,
recruiting from outside government, and
special hiring programs are all reasonable
options to consider. A manager can use
any of these options, alone or together, to
fill a position. Let's take a closer look at
each from both the manager's and the candidate's perspectives.
1. Promotion. From the manager's
perspective, a promotion can be used to
reward a valued employee or to provide
incentive for an employee to improve and
grow. Often, a position is advertised lower
than its ultimate target level to provide the
manager with an opportunity to offer
growth potential. On the other hand, if the
manager needs a "full performer" immediately, lowering the grade may not be
possible. Full Time Equivalency (FTE) and
the budget crunch are always considerations.
On the other hand, the perspective
employee wants to know "What is my
future here?" Candidates need to know
that they will have stability, that they have
found a "happy home." and that they will
be able to "grow into" the position. Promotion potential is a very important part
of the decision-making process—"Do I
apply or don't I. and if I do. what will I
gain?."
2. Reassignment/Transfer. These two
hiring tools differ in that one is internal
and the other external to the organization.
Reassignment means that NPS employees
(whether they're regional or Washington
employees doesn't matter) can be placed
into a position for which they qualify at
their current grade level. A transfer, on
the other hand, means that a new
employee comes into the Service from
another federal agency (i.e.. Labor, Commerce), assuming a position for which
s/he qualifies at the current grade level.
The key to a reassignment/transfer is that
the candidate is already at the full performance level for the job.
An interesting point for the manager to
consider is that, in accordance with the
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National Park Service Merit Promotion
Plan. NPS FPM Chapter 335, Subchapter
1.2 "Policy", reassignment/transfer is a
recruitment tool that may be used in place
of the vacancy announcement. It is permissible to hire someone without first
advertising the position if that person is
qualified for the job and already working
at the full performance grade level. (One
special note here, if your region/park
operates under a negotiated union agreement, it may be required to announce all
positions. Please check with your Personnel/
Administrative Office on this point.)
Upon occasion, employees have felt
that the merit promotion plan is being
violated when hiring occurs without first
announcing a position. Unless special circumstances dictate that all positions must
be announced, this is not a violation.
Reassignment/transfer is a proper option
when filling a vacancy.
3. "Why would anyone in their right
mind want to downgrade?"—that's a question posed by managers and candidates
alike. They don't realize that sometimes a
downgrade makes the most sense. For a
manager, it may provide the program with
an experienced employee at a time when
the office needs the continuity. For an
employee, a downgrade sometimes leads to
other things. Quite often this is the case
with upward mobility positions—you may
have to go down in order to go up. At
other times, employees feel they just want
to try something new, make a fresh start.
There is nothing wrong with this. In some
cases—regionally determined—the
employee may be eligible for "Highest
Previous Rate". That is, an employee's
present salary may be matched so that all
he or she really loses is the grade level.
Regions differ on this matter, so check
with your regional Personnel/Administrative
Office.
4. When a person leaves a full-time,
permanent position in federal employment,
s/he has certain reinstatement rights. We've
discussed these rights in earlier columns,
but I think it's important to describe them
briefly again.
If you leave government service as a
career-conditional employee (less than
three continuous years of service), then
you may be reinstated to the same grade
and position that you once held at any
time within the next three years without
competition. On the other hand, if you
complete three years service and are a
career employee, you have lifetime
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reinstatement rights to the same grade and
position you once held.
Reinstatement-eligible candidates are
very attractive to managers because they
can be hired without competition. Eligible
candidates also find this hiring tool
appealing because they can be employed
immediately without an announcement
period or without Office of Personnel
Management (OPM) certification.
5. Hiring from outside the federal
workforce can occur in one of two ways,
i.e., an "All Sources" vacancy announcement and/or OPM certification. To the
manager, an "All Sources" vacancy
announcement means s/he wishes to
recruit from anywhere possible both inside
and outside government. Often, the "All
Sources" vacancy announcement is used to
attract candidates. The important point to
note here is that, if the advertised position
is a full-time, permanent one, the person
selected must be certified by OPM before
s/he can be offered employment. If the
position is temporary, then the delegated
authority given by OPM to all federal
agencies under FPM Chapter 316, Temporary Employment, applies.
When an applicant sees "All Sources,"
s/he knows that the position is not open
just to persons with"status" (those already
in government service), but to anyone
wishing to apply. Read the vacancy
announcement carefully, however, to be
sure that all bases are covered. Consider
whether you should be on an OPM
register before you apply for the position
or whether an OPM written test is
required. If the requirements still aren't
clear after reading the announcement,
contact your Personnel or Administrative
Office for details.
If a manager wishes, s/he can ask the
personnel staff to go directly to OPM and
request a certificate without issuing a
vacancy announcement. This can be done,
as outlined in the Merit Promotion Plan,
because one alternative to advertising a
position is requesting a certificate directly
from OPM. In most cases, candidates
must already be on the appropriate OPM
register at the time the request goes to
OPM.
6. We hear the term "special hiring
programs" quite often, but may be unclear
as to what these programs cover. Many are
programs directed toward a special group
of people, i.e., students, handicapped, or
veterans. In most cases, these programs
fall under the "Excepted" Service. That

means that they are "excepted" from the
usual recruitment/placement procedures
required by OPM—they are an exception
to the normal rule. All of these programs
have several requirements for both
management and prospective candidates
that must be met before they can be used
as a recruitment tool. Therefore, for a
complete outline of the "ins and outs" of
the various programs, I suggest you contact your Personnel or Administrative
office for details.
Well, the picture is complete and my
crayons are dull! I've gone over everything
about recruitment with Farley. He sure has
a lot to think about before he decides how
he's going to fill Sydney's position. How
about you? If you are unsure about applying for a position or about the best way to
recruit for one, just contact your friendly
Personnel or Administrative office.
Everybody there has a good set of crayons.
Till next time, have a great day! ! !

LETTERS
You are to be commended for your
articles in the November Courier concerning the preservation and acquisition
of Manassas Battlefield land. It is rather
pathetic when the National Park Service
cannot "officially" defend its own.
Randy Kane
Ft. Davis NHS
Since I was "forced" to check all
the units on the map in your November
Courier, I must advise that there are 342
different ones listed or noted, but that
Monacacy is shown twice (once on the
map where it belongs, but again on the list
of the D.C. area). Someone may want to
keep this from being reproduced.
Alan Hogenauer
Editor's Note: Read the October 1987
issue of the Courier to find out why I
might have expected Alan Hogenauer to
check all the sites on the map.
The November Courier contained an
article written by Whitney North Seymour,
Jr., entitled "From the Sidelines, An Enthusiastic Visitor." His account of Tom
Lucke's personal attention to the Seymour
family at Fort Larned NHS reminded me

that our contacts often play a more important part than we realize in encouraging
historic preservation.
However, I take exception to his observation that "lack of imagination and historic perspective characterizes too many of
the newer interpretive exhibits. Letters
from conscience-stricken petty thieves have
become major display items at Petrified
Forest NP.. ." These "petty thieves" are
responsible for the removal of more than
2,000 pounds of petrified wood each year.
I was a ranger at Petrified Forest NP
for more than five years. During this time,
I saw many of the park sites become strikingly different due to petrified wood theft.
I conducted interpretive programs and
on-site patrols, issued warnings, searched
vehicles, wrote citations, and even arrested
park visitors for theft of petrified wood in
an attempt to preserve the natural and
cultural features displayed in the park.
I found that one of the most effective
tools for preventing the theft of park
resources was our "conscience letter"
displays. I cannot count the number of
visitors who commented that they would
not pick up anything for fear of some of
the bad luck described in those letters. I
found many pieces of petrified wood left
on or near the display on a daily basis.
We received several letters each week with
pieces of petrified wood, potsherds, and
other materials that had been taken from
the park, with references made to the
"conscience letter" displays.
These displays might not have the
imagination and historic perspective
described by Mr. Seymour, but those of
us who have worked at Petrified Forest
and Haleakala realize how much they aid
our efforts in natural and historic
preservation.
Mark J. Maciha
Lake Mead NRA

The August Courier was of great
interest to me, as I believe strongly in the
need to preserve our maritime heritage.
The lighthouse article by Coast Guard
Captain Smith and Lieutenant Garrett
brought to mind some of my own late
'60s Coast Guard experiences as a buoyand-lighthouse person in the Pacific islands and Southeast Asia, particularly the
automation of the lighthouse at Kalaupapa.
Molokai. It was. and I assume still is. a
landfall light for vessels on the great circle route from California to Honolulu.

At the time the light was automated
(1967 or 1968). the Coast Guard had two
people on site—a boatswain's mate and a
seaman. Not well briefed about Hansen's
Disease, they would not associate with
anyone living in the island colony.
Nevertheless, my engineer companion (a
native Hawaiian of Japanese extraction)
and I were received most cordially by
these men and women, who had decided
not to re-enter society because they feared
reactions ranging from those of our lightkeepers, to derision and perhaps even violence against them. And so they remained
there in isolation. They possessed a strong
sense of community, and I was sorry that
the Coast Guard ended its on-site presence
without being a greater participant in their
lives.
Dave Jervis
Office of Policy. WASO

In the December Courier I notice the
remark (p. 23) that the Meritorious Service Award is the Department's highest
honorary recognition. Actually, the Department's highest honor award for its own
personnel is the Distinguished Service
Award, which recognizes a whole career of
exceptional service, carries a gold medal,
and is usually conferred only at the annual
Honor Awards Convocation. The Meritorious Service Award recognizes an earlier
level of achievement and is a prerequisite
for consideration for the DSA. The
Meritorious Service Award is not conferred at Convocation but at some suitable
lesser ceremony.
Ernest Allen Connally
All of us stationed here at beautiful Fort Caroline really think that
the special emphasis issues and the
new format make for great reading
and applaud your efforts in producing
such a high quality newsmagazine.
I've got two ideas for publications
that I want to share with the general
readership that perhaps might be a
source of information and entertainment for all. The proceeds from the
sale of these items would go to the
venerable E&AA and assorted Park
Service underlings everywhere.
Both books would require the
broad participation of current and
past employees, park advocates, and

visitors in general. A panel of E&AA
members would be needed to select
what they consider "The Best Park
Stories Ever Told." The stories—
both "tall" and real—would draw
upon the stories told/heard by park
people down through the years. Suitable illustrations could be provided by
the "Head Rangeroon" himself.
Keith Hoofnagle. A catchy front
cover would be a must, so no pictures from Matthew Brady's collection of the Confederate dead at Gettysburg would be allowed (sorry,
John!).
I envision the book being revised
every few years and follow roughly
in the vein of the publication "The
Best Sports Stories of
,"
which appears annually and is of such
great interest to sports buffs. Every
national, state, and local park is a
potential sales outlet. I would suggest
that the book run about 150 pages
and contain at least a couple dozen
stories.
The second book would be one
about "How I Got Into The National
Park Service." It would relate the
ways in which different people have
gotten into the NPS—no names would
be needed unless the people involved
got in the OPM way! I see a sales
item such as this being popular with
visitors, starry-eyed seasonals, college
students, and even parents (trying to
find their "Johnny" something to do
for a living now that he's 35 and still
at home). An appropriate illustration
on the front cover would be a threestory house with applicants coming
through back doors, front doors, attic
windows, basement chutes, chimneys,
etc. A panel would be needed to
select the best stories. Some of the
stories might be included in the "Best
Stories..." book, but most should be
helpful as well as entertaining and
informative. The last chapter might
include the home addresses of
regional personnel officers and their
phone numbers (just kidding about
that one)! Actually, some informative
tips on desired work experience, how
to prepare a snappy SF-171, and the
like should be included.
What do you think?
Paul A. Ghioto,
Fort Caroline NMem
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BY KEN RAITHEL

INTERPRETATION IS WILLING
THE FUTURE

F

ollowing talk about the future and the advice of futurists probably will become increasingly popular as all of us approach
the third millennium. In this exciting time, it is understandable
to want new perspectives, new terminology, new hope for tomorrow. I have read that the enthusiasm and optimism of the people
of the 20th century will increase as we approach the year 2000.
Historically, positive expectations surround the coming of what
is perceived as a "new age."
I suggest that our future rests primarily in our willingness and
ability to apply great doses of our most valuable resources—our
personal conviction or will, and our strength of community.
Respecting our own abilities and the contributions of our community promotes a willingness to accept responsibility for our
future. For instance, if we are not satisfied with the level of
cooperation around us, we might start to make changes by extending our own goodwill and helping others. If we don't like the
price of gasoline, we might try not to drive as much. If we decide
pesticides and fertilizers harm soil and water, we might learn to
enjoy more naturally-grown foods. It is up to us.
Leslie Fiedler said, "To be American is precisely to imagine
a destiny rather than inherit one, we have always been inhabitants
of myth rather than history."
Remember when the drought of the early 1970s hit California. This affluent part of our country started practicing water conservation in the community, and in the home. It not only worked,
it worked dramatically. People began to enjoy their new-found
creativity in water conservation techniques. They also took great
pride in their new-found strength in restraint. The desire to
influence their future nurtured a new spirit and sense of hope,
rather than helplessness.
We are different than non-human, living things. We are different than rocks and trees. We possess spirit, will, and ability
to reason. We alter the routine of life; we become creative; we
innovate. This means we determine different futures for ourselves.
Nothing but death is inevitable. No, not even taxes.
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Marilyn Fergeson said, "Acknowledging our uncertainty
encourages us to experiment, and we are transformed by our
experiments. We are free not to know the answer, we are free to
change our position, we are free not to have a position, and we
learn to reframe our problems."
We in interpretation have a particularly exciting role to play
in the future of our individual lives, communities, countries and
perhaps this entire planet. We explore and affect personal, community, national, and international values as they relate to the
natural and cultural systems in which we exist. This means we
are 1) helping people understand their values, 2) helping people
understand the implications of their actions and 3) encouraging
people to exercise their freedom to alter those values and possibly
alter their future.
How we accomplish this is what is meant by creativity and
innovation in interpretation.
About innovation, George Hartzog once observed, "I believe
an organization's structure with its attendant trappings of precedent, procedure and parochialism—though indispensable to the
orderly transaction of the affairs of large institutions—is the single
largest obstacle to innovation in program, implementation of
policy, and creativity in personal performance. Thus, eternal

vigilance is essential to keep open the channels of communication, loosen the bonds of the status quo, and encourage individual
initiative—in short, raise the level of the 'comfort zone.'"
Hoping to do just that, to raise the level of the comfort zone,
this issue of the Courier has been developed. The focus is interpretation, but not interpretation as one more part of what the
National Park Service does—rather, interpretation as a creative,
innovative act. The future may be influenced the most through
local action—informed action growing out of the will and power
of individuals and their communities. If these individuals and their
communities have an increased understanding and appreciation
for the values inherent in the national park ethic, then we as interpreters have done our job and done it well—for the benefit of
all the resources, both human and otherwise, of this great planet.
With this in mind, I invite you to read the articles that follow,
to imagine the thrill of the person who had the creative thought,
and to take enjoyment from each individual's sense of achievement upon moving interpretation another step toward excellence.
Creativity—the spawning of ideas. Innovation—the unique
ability to take the idea and put it into practice. As Jackie Gleason
said, "How sweet it is." With this to look forward to, bring on
the 21st century.
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BY WALTER H. ADEY

NATIONAL PARKSCONSERVATION, EDUCATION
OR RECREATION?
A ROLE FOR SYNTHETIC ECOLOGY.
Wilderness national parks long have been a conceptual dilemma.
To provide nature for the people or to protect nature from the
people—which are we trying to do? The answer is clearly both;
yet, as the human population grows, and improved standards of
living encourage greater mobility and interest in parks, human
involvement with wilderness areas places extraordinary stress on
these natural systems. The following is a proposed working solution to the dilemma. It is a solution that may help start us on what
could be either a long, difficult path back to renewed compatibility
with the natural world, or its alternative—a shorter, more direct
route to human extinction.
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The space program has taught us a good deal about engineering and astronomy. It also has enabled us to look at Planet Earth
from a distance. Thanks to space technology, we now have a
clearer understanding of the nature and uniqueness of this planet.
Asking ourselves the question "how do we recognize life elsewhere
in the universe," we have turned to our own planet in order to
make comparisons. As one scientist observed, we know Earth supports life simply by looking at it, by observing its cloud cover
and its blue-green color from space. More importantly, the effort
of planning long trips beyond the reach of our own environmental
system has shown us we do not yet know how to live without the
balancing effects of Mother Nature or Gaia, as we recently have

returned to calling the combination of life, water, atmosphere and
earth that supports us. Indeed, without many of the features of
Gaia that we are now rapidly changing—water and atmospheric
purity, to name a critical pair—logic suggests that we may not
be able to continue to exist, at least not as a viable population.
Efforts in both the U.S. and the Soviet Union to try to create human
life support systems using natural principles demonstrate how hard
won is success in this arena.
Yet these attempts have had beneficial fall-out. They have added
fuel to earlier, faltering efforts to make ecology an experimental
science at the ecosystem and biospheric level. We now know that
we can construct working ecosystems as mesocosms (by definition, a fine line exists between mesocosm and microcosm, though
mesocosm as the larger unit) in a process called synthetic ecology.
Many scientists have endeavored to carry out a heuristic (handson) learning approach to understanding ecosystems. Recently, the
well-known U.S. elder of ecological science, Eugene Odum, made
a plea for more mesocosm research. However, the mass of scientific opinion has not been kind to these pioneering endeavors—
perhaps mesocosm efforts affront the orderly step-by-step process
of science that would hold that another 50 years must pass before
we have the understanding to make such a leap toward the creation of synthetic systems. On the other hand, can we afford to wait?
Not because they are unique as mesocosm attempts, but
because they relate to the focus of this article, I will briefly
describe two recently constructed mesocosms. As part of an ongoing effort in Arizona to place one hectare (10,000 square meters,
or 2.471 acres) of interacting ecosystems within a totally sealed
dome—an effort called Biosphere II—our Smithsonian Institution's
Marine Systems Laboratory was asked to construct a small, working, pilot model of the Florida Everglades. This mesocosm was
to include all of the major communities in the Everglades—coastal
mangroves and dunes through estuarine marshes to sawgrass
prairie, hardwood hammocks and pine/palm communities. Now
fully operational in a Washington, DC, greenhouse, the Smithsonian Everglades contains more than 600 species of plants and
animals.
Because of the more northern climate where we have situated
this synthetic system, we developed a variety of engineering
simulations of the South Florida environment to achieve conditions suitable for these South Florida wild communities. To name
a few: a reverse osmosis water maker maintained the salinity of
the simulated Gulf of Mexico; along with large fans and a sprinkler
system, this enabled us to achieved the thunder squalls of the June
through November wet season; three stepping motors, appropriately timed, provided the complex, mixed diurnal/semidiurnal tide
of the ten-thousand islands coast; Washington, D.C., tap water
also had to be scrubbed of its high level nutrients; and of course,
heating and cooling systems were installed to maintain the rather
moderate climate of the Everglades. A greenhouse was used on
the assumption, apparently correct, that Washington, D.C.,
sunlight would not be limiting. Most critical of all, on the
ecological side, South Florida species were installed in this home
away from home. Each community was collected as a series of
ecological blocks, with many species present. Since we did not

know exactly which species would be successful in this little
"patch" of the wild, we assumed that Florida's piece of Gaia would
"know what to do," and would self-organize. As it turned out,
most of the keystone species were successful—it was the secondary species that jostled for a place in the Washington sun.
To date, this mesocosm has demonstrated surprising stability
(at least at a time-scale of 1-1/2 years), and illustrates our ability
to join coastal, estuarine and terrestrial ecosystems in a compact,
inter-related functioning unit. Will it be stable in the long term?
What will be our species count after five or ten years? That, we
do not know. We do know that we can demonstrate compactly
the ecological principles operating the system as well as most of
the critical organisms of the Florida Everglades in an area that
can be negotiated in short walking tours. The detail and complexity
of these systems are close to those of the wild. Yet, easily accessible to view, they offer the opportunity for potentially dynamic,
dramatic demonstrations of the composition and function of wild
ecosystems. Educational tours of such mesocosms can be carried
out in one to as many hours as the interest level of visitors will
justify.
Another example—nearly ten years ago our laboratory also constructed a Caribbean coral reef and lagoon. Tens of millions of
people have seen the coral reef exhibit in Washington's National
Museum of Natural History. From this laboratory effort other
opportunities have developed.
In the early 1980s, Graeme Kelleher, chairman of the Australian
Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority (GBRMPA), saw the
coral reef exhibit as an answer to the Park Authority's primary
difficulty. The Park Authority manages the world's largest marine
park. However, Graeme Kelleher had a dilemma. He needed broad
support among the Australian people for a comprehensive zoning plan that would allow both park use and conservation.
Unfortunately, only 15 percent of the people wishing to visit the
reef actually could do so, and the traditional aquarium of plastic
corals and artificially fed fish hardly seemed the best way to communicate important ecological and management issues with the
public. As the old Chinese proverb says, "I hear and I forget; I
see and I remember; I do and I understand."
So the Australian Park Authority and the Marine Systems
Laboratory joined together to build what is currently the world's
largest marine mesocosm as part of Australia's Bicenntennial effort
for 1988. Highly successful in its goal of bringing an ecological
understanding of the Great Barrier Reef to all who could visit
Townsville, on the Queensland coast, it also has demonstrated that
the technology exists to enable us to construct functioning
mesocosms replicating the principles of the most complex
ecosystems.
What does this mean for the National Park Service? Although
the principles of resource preservation and interpretation through
mesocosm stations are relevant to almost any natural park area,
let us use Florida's Everglades NP and Buck Island Reef NM in
St. Croix. Both Everglades and Buck Island Reef are under great
stress, Buck Island in large part because of the direct effects of
too many visitors on a small sensitive system, and Everglades
thanks mostly to the more general encroachment of humans on
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of crowded conditions threatening the resource; to the degree that
their abilities and interest allowed, all visitors could experience
the fullness of the park ecosystem.
The number of individuals actually using wild park areas likely
would decrease. Yet because of increased "systems-level"
understanding among visitors, those living near the park—on the
perimeter, so to speak—could come to really understand how their
activities affect the ecosystem within the park. Furthermore, park
service staff, particularly managers and scientists, would have a
wonderful research tool, a mesocosm model of the wild system
they help to preserve, which, under their jurisdiction, could be
used to research many management questions. Although unsuitable
for answering all questions—for example, a mesocosm could not
help us to understand the role of the Florida panther—such a
system might be used to explore any of the following issues: What
are the fates and effects of higher nutrients, of heavy metals, of
greater or lower salinities resulting from human activities? What
happens when a foreign fish or plant becomes introduced, and
what is the best method of control or extirpation of these
foreigners? What about critical life behavior patterns of problem
species? An observation made about mesocosm life would certainly need to be corroborated in the wild, but observations and
critical measurements, under known conditions, certainly are
much simpler and more accurate in an experimental system.

its perimeter. Let's also assume that the managers of the Great
Barrier Reef are right—that only broad-scale public understanding
and empathy can achieve true conservation in today's crowded
world.
If this is so, as we are assuming it is, then visitors to such areas
need to be thoroughly informed about what it sees in nature before
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it can appreciate and help to preserve wilderness. Suppose each
park had one or more mesocosms at the park visitor center to
demonstrate all of the essential ecological features and the key
plants and animals in each natural system. Park visitors unable
to brave problematic, natural conditions—mosquitoes, heat, mud,
waves, currents and stinging corals—would be able to see and

understand far more on a mesocosm tour than they ever would,
trying unsuccessfully to face the rigors of the wild. Then, those
wishing to go further—to experience fully raw and beautiful
nature—could do so, carrying with them a more intimate
understanding of how the natural system worked. Indeed, with
such interpretive stations, no one needs be turned away because

Park areas have undergone marked alteration from their preEuropean condition. Restoration ecology is the scientific process
of rebuilding these damaged ecosystems. Such restoration efforts
are frequently major endeavors for which intensive planning and
modeling is necessary. Park Service mesocosms can become the
modeling tools for restoration. Their very nature encourages public
involvement with the problems and the excitement of restoration
efforts.
In this brief discussion, the potential role of mesocosms in the
national park system has been presented. Only by building several
units at a variety of park sites, and then examining their impact
on the public can the true value of mesocosms to the Park Service be demonstrated. Public impact and public understanding
are by no means the only problems facing our national parks and
wild ecosystems today. Nevertheless, they are critical aspects of
what certainly looms ahead—a major fork in the road that we
humans travel here on earth. If we do not elect to travel the path
requiring some reevaluation of our impact on the natural world
and our responsibility to work toward its restoration, we surely
will lose in our efforts to keep Gaia amenable to human habitation.
Walter H. Adey is Director, Marine Systems Laboratory, National
Museum of Natural History, Smithsonian Institution.
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BY VICTOR MORRIS

HOW THE
EVERGLADES
CHANGED
MY LIFE
H

aving lived all my life in Homestead, located on the edge
of the Everglades, I occasionally picnicked at Royal Palm
State Park. In 1947 with this state park as a nucleus, a national
park was created. The day President Truman came to Florida City
to dedicate Everglades NP I missed school to attend.
As new facilities and a new road opened other parts of the area
to the public, my family found a new place to picnic—Long Pine
Key. Thus, when several years later my doctor prescribed a long
walk each week as treatment for stress-related high blood pressure
I thought of the road into Long Pine Key. It was a quiet area,
and as I became more at ease in the woods I explored a trail that
led even deeper into the peaceful wilderness.
One week business seemed more important than the walk but
before the next Thursday (the afternoon I had set aside for the
Everglades), my heart gave me notice that I had made a mistake.
Then and there I decided making money was not as important
as health or probably life itself.
One evening as I returned to my car I noticed a campfire
burning across the "borrow pit." Upon investigating I found a
ranger giving a campfire program. For the rest of that winter
season, every Thursday evening after my walk I listened to interpreter Howard Cunningham—one week he would focus on
hurricanes, the next on controlled burning in the Everglades. I
knew first hand about hurricanes, but setting fires in the
Everglades by park personnel was new to me.
When the beginning of the next winter season was announced
in the local newspaper I was at the amphitheatre ahead of the
ranger. The ranger arrived, but instead of backing into the parking place slowly and a little uncertainly as Howard had always
done, this driver backed with no hesitation. Naturalist Connie
Toops presented the evening program on Thursday nights that
season. Howard's were on Tuesdays. I attended both each week.
Neither ranger knew my name so I became known (I learned later)
as "Mr. Man." One night Nancy Shives, Connie's friend, came
to the evening campfire with her. She had heard about "Mr. Man,"
and wanted to ask me why I didn't come to her programs. It was
then that I learned there was a program every night. From then,
on for twelve winters, I attended ?'l the campfire programs given
at Long Pine Key. Rangers came and left. Some I remember
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well—Dan Mueller with his program ."Sense of Wonder"; Mike
Watson with "Corner of the Sky; Georgia Dempsy's "Granny's
Scrapbook."
This led to my participation in night walks. Those with Jim
Shives on the Anhinga Trail were a magical experience. Shirley
Beccue specialized in owl prowls through the Gumbo Limbo Trail.
As I became better acquainted with these young rangers, they
became like family to me. They persuaded me to visit them at
their summer jobs. In visiting Shenandoah, Crater Lake, and
Denali I began to realize what a heritage we have in our national
parks. I was so awed and excited by Denali that I returned for
the 10th time this past summer. This year we walked the entire
86 miles of the road to Wonder Lake.
Let me explain the above "we." Seven years ago a volunteer
with the interpretive division in Long Pine Key joined me each
evening at the campfire program. I had known Donna and her
husband when they were campers in the Everglades. Max had
died in 1977 while they were camping at Katmai NM in Alaska.
She continued to travel and camp. I wondered what was going
to happen to that neat little lady.
During her second winter as a volunteer, we hiked and biked
on our days off. She returned for a third winter, and we participated together in more interpretive staff activities. The staff
began to ask supervisor Shirley Beccue (now our District
Naturalist), "What's with Vic and Donna?" Their question was
answered at the end-of-the-season party with the announcement
of our coming marriage.
I feel my involvement with the interpretive staff of Royal Palm
saved my life. I know it changed me from a lonely bachelor to
happily married man. The last three winters we have volunteered
together in the Everglades. The rest of the year we have traveled
to other national parks and visited family. In marrying Donna I
gained a family of six children and spouses, and 17 grandchildren.
In being a part of the Everglades, we find that no matter which
park we visit someone we have known at the Everglades is there
or we share a mutual acquaintance with someone there. The National Park Service is one big family. Donna and I are happy to
be a part of it, as we volunteer for yet another year.

BY DEBRA G. TROUT

EDUCATION—
THE KEY
TO THE
FUTURE
B

irdwatchers can borrow a pair of binoculars and stargazers
a telescope; visitors to some national park areas can see a
water-powered mill grind corn, taste pinon nuts, or follow the deft
hands of a Navajo weaver.
From a roadside exhibit others learn the results of the latest
historical research. A French visitor can appreciate the geologic
story of a park from a free brochure printed in his native language.
And the hearing impaired can view a captioned filmscript.
These are only a few of the extra services provided by
cooperating associations in national parks. It is interesting to note
that while the examples are diverse, there is one common
element—education. In each instance visitors are learning about
their environment and the national parks.
Educating the public about national parks and the environment
is critical in today's world. Every day we are bombarded by issues
and problems:
Acid rain.
Eroding vistas.
World rainforests being bulldozed.
Ozone holes in the atmosphere.
Overwhelming, isn't it? We may even find ourselves wondering: "Why worry? There isn't anything I can do." Well I believe
we can do something. As a matter of fact, I'm excited about all
that is being done.
It is an educated and enlightened public who will insist on
public policy change. The visitor today uses the information he
or she receives at the national parks to keep the parks movement—
the whole conservation movement in the United States—alive and
healthy. Education is the single most important element in creating
a conservation-and-stewardship ethic. Cooperating associations
are working with the National Park Service to educate the public.
While this may not be the answer, it is certainly one answer—and
a very important step towards finding the way to protect our
resources.
I'll describe to share just two examples of what is being done.
These are programs that I believe will play an important role, providing answers to issues and problems we face today.
EVERGLADES ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION PROGRAM. South Florida is probably more suited to the study of

human interaction with and impact on natural systems than any
other area in the United States. Rapid urban development threatens
not only the parks and their water supply, but also the quality
of life and water supply of the urban population. South Florida's
parks provide an ideal laboratory for learning about these and other
issues. The National Park Service, through the Everglades
Environmental Program, invites South Florida schools to participate in a number of Ranger-assisted programs. The school programs seek to instill an appreciation for the fragile South Florida
ecosystem and provoke a concern for the ecosystem's problems.
The National Park Service operates the environmental education program and the cooperating association provides much
needed support in terms of publishing materials.
Florida National Parks & Monuments Association printed the
booklet "School Visits," which has been mailed to more than 2,200
teachers and principals of the elementary and middle schools in
surrounding counties. This booklet defines the Children's
Environmental Education programs, both one-day and overnight
camping trips in Everglades and Biscayne National Parks. The
Association also prints the teacher guides: "Royal Palm/Long Pine
Key," "Shark Valley," and "Sandfly Island." The teacher is the
essential link in this program. The guide serves as a reference
for teachers helping students discover the Everglades and it provides a springboard for new ideas.
The program offered: 173 day-trips involving 8,149 youngsters
from 102 schools; 62 overnight camps involving 4,786 youngsters
from 50 schools; 2 camp workshops for more than 100 schools
and 229 teachers; and 7 day-use workshops. The environmental
education staff also conducted offsite and special programs for
1,656 parents and students. A total of 14,820 students attended
Everglades Environmental Education programs in 1986-87. More
than 1,100 parents and chaperones assisted in all these efforts.
GREAT SMOKY MOUNTAINS INSTITUTE. This program is
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operated by the Great Smoky Mountains Natural History Association at the request of the National Park Service. During the school
year, the Institute is an outdoor classroom for thousands of students
who spend from one day to one week living in the park and
learning about its natural and cultural resources. The program
is dedicated to creating "environmentally literate" students. Institute staff members work with the schools' teachers to lead lessons
that allow students as much hands-on learning as possible.
Youngsters wading into the streams learn first hand about stream
ecology. Standing knee-deep in the rushing waters makes an impression far more lasting than any textbook. Lessons about
predators take on new meaning when the instructor has a snake
or hawk at hand. This is what education is all about.
During the summer, the Institute works with a variety of
groups, including youth groups, universities and schools, to
develop programs emphasizing the natural and cultural resources
of the Smokies. Last year, 5.000 students and 400 teachers came
from eight states to learn more about the natural and cultural

resources of the Smokies. As today's students become tomorrow's
resource users and voters, it is hoped that they will be motivated
to help solve the environmental problems of their generation.
Visitors to the national parks head for the visitor centers. What
we need to do is remember that these centers should not be destinations but rather launching pads—vehicles of change and evolution. Cooperating associations can work with the parks to get
visitors out into the environment, viewing and enjoying the
resources. They also can provide the information to encourage
visitors to become more aware of national parks and their preservation role. We have an opportunity to influence the values people hold about the parks and the conservation movement. This
is why I believe education is the key to the future. Cooperating
associations are partners with the National Park Service in what
may be the greatest mission we have in the 21st century.
Debra Trout is executive director of the Conference of National
Park Cooperating Associations.

A Little Friendly Competition

I

n a small, impeccably decorated dining room in the
National Geographic Society Headquarters in Washington. DC, a small group finishes their meal of beef Wellington and sips their coffee while the baked alaska is
served. The luncheon party includes the host, art director for National Geographic Magazine; the vice president
of National Parks & Conservation Association; the editorin-chief for the National Gallery of Art; the vice president of the University of Maryland; an author; a
photographer; and a well-known printer. They talk about
their trips to Europe, their newest books, the most recent
art acquisition. They share humorous anecdotes and
storiesfrom their full lives, and recount the events that had
taken place since the last time they had been together. They
were an exclusive club of sorts—super achievers, friends
with a common denominator, a collective of intellectual
power that could be felt like static electricity in the room.
I sat there, as I had two years before, thinking, "It just
doesn't get any better than this." Finally our host stood
up and announced: "Well folks, let's get to work." With
those words, the 1988 Biennial National Park Publications
Contest got underway. The next four hours, the group
poured over hundreds of publications that had been produced by the 64 national park cooperating associations.
The first contest was developed in 1972 to meet a great
need. The overall quality of national park publications had
changed little since the first publications had been produced by associations in the 1920s and 1930s. With the
advent of the "eco-era" of the late 1960s trade publishers
and conservation organizations began to produce professional publications to meet demand for topical, environmental information. While Park Service materials
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may have met basic visitor needs, the quality was not growing to meet industry standards. It was hoped a contest
would produce two results: first, identify what a group
of professionals might consider "quality" by declaring winning publications, and thus set basic standards; second,
create a sense of competition between associations to produce even higher quality productions.
Parks and associations suddenly learned that everything
didn't have to be done "in-house"—that it was okay to use
professional writers and designers; that the money invested
in quality was quickly recovered in increased sales. This
resulted in an emerging group of professional designers,
illustrators, and printers that began to deal almost exclusively with park publications. The results were
dramatic. As one of the first judges said: "I don't
remember any real winners in the first competition; now
you don't see anything but winners."
Today, national park cooperating associations lead the
production of high quality, theme-specific publications.
Other agencies, even other countries use examples of
associations' publications as standards of excellence. Excellence has not only been achieved in quality but also
in variety. In addition to standard guides and booklets,
associations now produce art posters, educational games,
video tapes and teaching materials, all designed to provide high quality, educational materials for the park visitor.
Who would have thought that a little friendly competition 16 years ago would have led to such a positive outcome. After all, the real winners are not the associations,
but the visitors.
Bob Huggins

SPEAKING OUT

INTERPRETIVE
OPPORTUNITIES
IN WILDLAND
FIRES
A

s shown so many times in the news, the Yellowstone fires
brought strong, emotional responses from the public,
responses often engendered by opinion rather than fact. This
phenomenon, of course, is related to our learning process—the
openness or resistance all of us have to information that contradicts
our perception of the world. "From our earliest years," observes
Marilyn Ferguson, "we are seduced into a system of beliefs that
becomes so inextricably braided into our experiences that we cannot tell culture from nature." How common this is for all of us!
But that condition brings parks a wonderful way to engage in public
dialogue about the process of learning, about our individual
resistance to change, about the role parks play in interpreting how
the world works. In effect, the educational programs in parks are
not intended to confirm cherished beliefs, but to present the best
information at hand. This, of course, may give visions of the world
as never seen before. The Yellowstone fires are a reminder that
we need imaginary signs at park entrances announcing
"Warning—dangerous ideas ahead." In this sense the learning opportunities at parks and the honesty with which information is
handled provide extraordinary opportunities for travelers through
life to find their way—through thoughtful consideration and
adjustment.
"Much of human history can, I think, be described as a gradual
and sometimes painful liberation from provincialism," penned
Carl Sagan, "the emerging awareness that there is more to the
world than was generally believed by our ancestors." What a rich
concept to associate with parks! What a rich perspective to carry
through life.
Glen Kaye, SWRO

of ideas and concepts. They might include the role of natural fires
in ecosystems, the implications of suppressing natural fires, the
raw power of fire in nature, reality versus beliefs (relative to the
consequences of the Yellowstone fires), and human capabilities
in the face of conditions that led to and sustained these fires. In
addition, there is an opportunity for the National Park Service
to capitalize on public attention and curiosity by striving to
elucidate the mysteries of nature, to identify the values of nature
and naturalness, and to overcome misconceptions.
It appears logical that NPS interpreters would seek and accept
a major role in carrying on such discussions with the citizenry.
Interpreters are in a special position as professional communicators
to investigate with the public provocative questions about our
understanding of nature and natural processes, our expectations
of nature, our views on changes in fire management policies, and
the like.
We have, for some brief time, the public's attention. Another
such opportunity may not arise soon. Interpreters can and, I hope,
will respond to the challenge.
W. T. Springer, SERO

T

he national media have the world believing that there were
no fires of consequence outside of Yellowstone, and that
nothing is newsworthy except the "destruction," "blackened landscapes," and where to place blame.
Of course, neither of those assumptions is true. As we know,
there were fires all across the nation. In the Rocky Mountain
Region alone we also had fires in Glacier NP, Grand Teton NP.
Dinosaur NM, and Rocky Mountain NP. And the media largely
ignored much larger environmental issues and their demonstrable
relevance to the "fire season." Certainly such issues could be
woven into the interpretive fabric of virtually every park in the
system—last year, and in years ahead.
We have been provided a very graphic springboard from which
to launch a profound and timely environmental message. The Service must capitalize on this opportunity to probe possible connections between unprecedented fire conditions, drought, and
global warming. Yellowstone is the proverbial two-by-four that
got folks' attention; perhaps visitors are beginning to realize that
"greenhouse effect" is not just a benign term coined by buzzword
environmentalists. So now we have good news and bad news:
(1)Yellowstone will recover quite handily, thank you; and (2) the
planet may not.
Bill Sontag. RMRO

I

n speaking of "attention," Rudyard Kipling once said that you
might not get a pony to love you by hitting him on the nose "but
he will take a deep interest in your movements ever afterwards."
The 1988 wildfires in Yellowstone constitute something akin
to a blow to the pony's nose—it got attention. That attention offers
a significant opportunity for the National Park Service to begin
to carry on dialogue with the public aimed at informing and
educating, and leading perhaps to a greater understanding and appreciation of the issues. These discussions can and should occur
at the local, regional and national level, and can address a number

P

ark resources are like diamonds. Their facets are many. Their
admirers are legion. The past season of wildland fires
reminded us all that spreading knowledge about park resources
must be linked with advancing understanding about managing
them. Resources do not manage themselves. Informed human
decisions do.
In order to better inform North Atlantic Region interpreters
about the critical issues involved in management of both cultural
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and natural resources, we are initiating a cooperative training effort
through our regional skills teams. The product will be a critical
resource issues workshop in the fall of 1989. Planned by a steering committee of scientific, interpretive, curatorial, and resource
management personnel, the workshop will focus on such concerns
as acid rain, air quality, pest and fire management, consumptive
use, and biological diversity.
By fusing knowledge with solid interpretive techniques, by
melding a variety of disciplines, we intend to create new facets
in the interpretive programs of the North Atlantic Region.

and interpretation have a full agenda in educating people about
the principles of an ecological whole that determines the quality
of life and its continuation. This disturbance, known as the
Yellowstone fires, and staged by the confluence of extreme natural
conditions poised for dramatic change, and human influence that
arrested the dynamics of natural processes, has afforded us a
classroom of supreme interest. It is one for all of us to share in
as pupils, always learning more about what we think is familiar
to us each time we enter the national parks.
Glenn Clark, ARO

Cynthia E. Kryston, NARO

T

he wildfires of last summer generated extensive publicity
about NPS resource management practices and provided an
important "opening" for National Capital Region's interpreters
to discuss many topics that are sometimes difficult to work into
an urban park talk or guided tour. After frequent NPS exposure
on the nightly news, visitors quickly made the connection between the interpreter they were talking to on the National Mall
and the "national parks out West." This provided the opening to
discuss the "national" in National Park Service and how one
organization is working nationwide to preserve this country's
natural and cultural resources.
Getting a visitor interested in the topics of biodiversity and
resource management while standing on the streets of Washington
or the battlefield of Antietam can be difficult and even inappropriate at times. But, when the visitor asks, "How come the
Park Service is allowing Yellowstone to burn up?" an opening has
been created to explain the importance of natural processes that
provide diversity in our world and health on our planet.
As interpreters, we often search for openings to reach our public
with important messages. With this summer's wildfires, the opening already has been created for us.
Rick Wilt, NCR

T

he 1988 wildland fires gave interpretation an opportunity to
deal with the process of change—change as perceived by some
as calamity and tragedy; change as perceived by others as natural
and continuous. However perceived, change is constantly taking
place in nature—though through our eyes in a much less dramatic
fashion. One of interpretation's responsibilities is to open the
mind's eye to change—because on a global scale we are facing
change of unprecedented proportions.
Dick Cunningham, WRO

T

he fires of Yellowstone have illuminated our knowledge of
the dynamics of change in natural ecosystems. We have reason
to debate what we think will come of such severe change. Biodiversity and fire are inextricably linked in this process as it unfolds
over the next several decades in Yellowstone. Yet the drama of
this event is only in Act I. Our opportunity is to share insights
and lessons, gained from knowing the influence of our presence
in the Yellowstone ecosystem for more than a century. Science
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B

ecause of the tremendous news coverage given wildland fires,
many visitors asked questions or made comments. We
encouraged employees to use this opening to speak frankly about
the fire management programs of the Service, to discuss the role
of fire in the natural world, and to relate the short-term effects
of fire with their long-term benefits.
Warren Bielenberg, MWRO

Y

ellowstone brought more public attention to the role of fire
in national parks than we ever could have hoped to get
through commercial media. Because of this high public awareness
there will be greater appreciation of ecosystems and natural fires
in the future.
Dave Pugh, PNWRO

Know Your
Regional Chiefs of
Interpretation
Dave Pugh, PNWRO. 8/399-5201
Glen Clark, ARO, 8/907-257-2593
Rick Wilt, NCR, 8/426-6770
Cindy Kryston, NARO, 8/835-8859
Bill Sontag, RMRO, 8/327-2630
Bill Springer, SERO, 8/242-3528
Glen Kaye, SWRO, 8/476-1839
Dick Cunningham, WRO, 8/556-3284
Warren Bielenberg, MWRO, 8/864-3477

BY CAROL J. SPEARS

INTERPRETING BIOLOGICAL
DIVERSITY
B

iological diversity is a term that describes the tremendous
variety of species on earth, their genetic resources, and the
different ecosystems throughout the planet. Fiscal year 1989's
initiative for interpreting biological diversity unites the array of
national park sites as an integral system. It provides us opportunities to explore the universal concepts of the diversity of life
in the parks' unique stories, and to relate how each park's resources
are connected with national and global resources. Some topics
to examine in developing biological diversity interpretation at
historical areas are: How was the park's historical theme
influenced by the diversity of life during the historic era? Did the
product of an animal or plant, or trade in such products affect
the area's history? How has the human-caused alteration in
biological diversity changed the area?
The biological diversity initiative also gives us the chance to
let flow the creativity that is the hallmark of National Park Service interpretation. Even though it is a 1989 initiative, it is really
a fusion of past, present, and future interpretive methods and subjects into the all-encompassing idea of biological diversity. The
approach being taken by Cuyahoga Valley NRA provides an
illustration.
One example of how a park's existing interpretive programs
can be adjusted to emphasize aspects of the diversity of life is
the Dynamic Habitats of CVNRA series. It is a year-long series,
with intensive offerings during late spring, summer, and early fall.
A different habitat type is investigated each month. The interpreter
presents the habitat as part of a larger concept, that of a functioning ecosystem. This is a chance to delve into the intricate infrastructure of life, such as energy flowing from sun to plants to
animals; natural processes that cleanse the air and water of pollution; the interactions of non-living features with the living; and
the dominant plants and characteristic animals. At Cuyahoga, main
habitats are explored: deciduous forest, coniferous forest, marsh,
old fields, ponds, and streams.
That's the big picture of habitat, or ecosystem diversity. A
closer look at habitat components uncovers the variety of species
of plants and animals with which we share the planet. Wildlife
of CVNRA is a monthly series that looks at different types of
animals, presented in the context of functional roles within natural
ecosystems. Ways of categorizing animals for determining each
month's topics include: taxonomic groups, residents of habitattypes, night and day critters, trophic levels—e.g. owl prowls, bat
hikes, deer hunts, upland birds, insects of the night, winter insect
search, canids, aquatic species, frogs and toads, salamanders, and
bird hikes.
These traditional types of interpretation examine the natural
world represented in its splendor of diverse ecosystems and its

wild living components. But where do humans fit in? We are a
part of the biological diversity of the planet. All human societies,
throughout hundreds of thousands of years, have depended on the
irreplaceable treasures of our earth's biological diversity. And it
is the realization and appreciation of this dependency that
ultimately will light the public's spark of interest and action in
preserving the diversity of life within the national park system
and the world at large.
The Cuyahoga Valley has a wonderful legacy of 12,000 years
of human history. Mound builders, woodland Indians, European
explorers, colonial settlers, early industrial America, and current
society, all have used its resources. A program titled 12.000 Years
of Partnership integrates Cuyahoga's natural and human histories,
while elucidating humanity's critical need to maintain biological
diversity for our own survival. The Partnership program is an involvement hike. The interpreter calls on visitors to use their own
imaginations to take them back 12,000 years, then tells them that

W

hile lending a helping hand to park researchers, visitors
also make acquaintance with some of nature's fragile
wonders. Photo by Carol Spears.
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everything they need to survive, plus everything they have to pass
on to future generations as sources of survival can be found in
the living world around them. Throughout the hike, the interpreter
and the group discover sources of food, fibers, medicines, energy,
and goods. The interpreter gives examples of what previous
cultures used in order to live, and discusses how the presence or
absence of certain biological entities affected their history. When
the group arrives back in the present, the time travelers are asked
to consider two questions: "If our society continues on its present course of global environmental degradation, can the part-

nership survive? What will we and the future generations of
humans have left to supply the essentials of life?"
Though rural in character, Cuyahoga serves the functional role
of an urban park in its mission and its educational programs for
the surrounding communities. For adults, we offer a winter-long
educational series titled The Lyceum. Lyceum programs occur
every Friday evening, January through March; outside experts
address a variety of topics in depth. Programs for 1989 that
investigate biological diversity include: tropical forest deforestation and North American songbird decline; illegal trade in wildlife;

Excerpts
The September/October 1988 issue of Be Resourceful!, a
bimonthly magazine published in California, contained an
interview with Carol Spears. Excerpts of that interview
follow.
Q: In your view, what are the most important qualities
an interpreter should have? What kind of background?
A: I really think it's an innate love for what they are
doing and why they are doing it. That leads to the enthusiasm they share with the visitors. Along with that
quality is the ability to communicate the caring, nurturing aspect of being human. As to the background, I feel
very strongly that interpreters should be experts in their
subject matter To be professional interpreters we must be
professional scientists or historians. Here's an example
from the natural history end: the interpreter must have a
broad background in the sciences, not just a superficial
knowledge, to try to interpret to visitors a living, functioning ecosystem that is a very complete entity. Interpreters should at all times see themselves as professionals
who are carrying out a vital role in society.
Q: A fundamental goal of the Freeman Tilden Award
is to recognize interpreters who have made a difference
in the minds of the visiting public. Can you give any
examples of how visitors to Cuyahoga have responded?
A: Since it has been a visitor involvement program,
we had a number of people join our staff as volunteers
to help resource managers and researchers here. Providing
that link of personal involvement demonstrates the difference in their minds. One of the most popular preserving
nature programs has been a monarch butterfly tagging program. We usually have a lot of kids involved with this one.
They very carefully, temporarily capture a butterfly in a
net. Then they tag the butterfly by gently holding its body
and rubbing the scales off the top of the front wing. They
place a sticky tab with a number on that transparent membrane. Since this poor butterfly is in shock, the way to
release is not to just toss it up in the air. It has to recover
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first. The best way to let a butterfly recover is to put it
on somebody's head. It flops there for a minute. When
it takes off, the direction of its flight is reported. To watch
people doing that is a real treat. The process encourages
learning how to handle something fragile....
Q: What do you see as the biggest challenges facing
interpreters?
A: Interpreters need to address what is going on in the
modern world and that's going to be hard for some people. It's hard for everyone. We need to be at the forefront
of our profession when it comes to waking people up to
things such as the threat to biological diversity. Global
warming is going to be very much in the public eye now
as well as degradation of air and water. Those things aren't
going to make interpretation easy because we will need
to get away from the walking-through-the-woods-talkingabout-what-you-see programs. I think changes within the
profession are going to demand higher professionalism.
That's a very positive change and interpreters should constantly be improving their basic knowledge, their skills,
and their awareness of high-tech interpretation.
Don't be afraid to use some of the modern techniques when
appropriate, such as computer interaction. We need to be
able to fall back on the teachings of people like Tilden,
while relating to our audience and their lives....
Q: What words of wisdom would you offer individuals
entering the profession?
A: Recognize the critical importance of interpretation.
We are saving the world. That's basically why I decided
to go into interpretation. It's an idealistic profession. It's
not a job; it's the way I live. I think most interpreters are
like that. Expect only the best that you can do from
yourself and enjoy what you're doing. My father says I
get paid psychic dollars. That's the true reward—what you
get from your audience. Don't be afraid. Learn to put
yourself personally in your interpretation. That's when you
really get the best interpretation.

endangered and threatened plant species cultivation; and the role
of states in preservation of ecosystem diversity.
The biological diversity initiative also encompasses public
education about the environmental threats to the integrity and
diversity of park natural resources. Park scientists and resource
managers are researching these threats and attempting to mitigate
their effects. Public understanding of the issues and public support for management decisions are critical if management efforts
are to be successful.
In the Aliens Among Us guided hike, the interpreter uses
storytelling talents to weave a tale of dynamic interactions that
lead to stability in a community of naturally competing plants and
animals and the non-living components of the ecosystem. The
story also introduces the alien plants or animals that enter the
community. The interpreter unfolds several scenarios depicting
what may happen when a natural ecosystem is disturbed by the
introduction of species. A section of the hike occurs in an area
where visitors can witness the effects of alien species or alien
species management. National Park Service policy on alien species
management and the park's resources management plan for alien
species are discussed.

Scientists have named just a portion of the myriad living plant
and animal species of our planet. Invertebrates make up the majority of animal species, but they are often the least familiar to
the public. A number of insect programs are included in
Cuyahoga's biological diversity interpretation. In its Monarch
Migration Tagging program, visitors find themselves participating in an international scientific study that illustrates several
facets of biological diversity. Visitors temporarily capture the striking orange and black butterflies, then with their fingers gently
rub off the iridescent scales in a small patch on the wing. A
numbered sticker is placed there, and the monarch released. This
is a magical mixing of science and interpretation, as reflected on
the faces of the children who tag the monarchs.
All of these programs illustrate how the incredible differences
of our living world unite to create a stronger, more beautiful whole.
And the story that accompanies this illustration lets us know it
is up to each of us to make sure this irreplaceable beauty continues.
Carol J. Spears is the supervisory park ranger for Cuyahoga Valley
NRA. She was the national 1987 Freeman Tilden Award winner.

Have you seen?
• The Servicewide Biological Diversity Interpretive Initiative memorandum from Director Mott, dated
September 13, 1988?
• "Interpreting Biological Diversity in the National Park
System," the NPS Interpretive Initiative Plan prepared
by the Biological Diversity Interpretive Initiative Task
Group, dated April 1988?
• "Biodiversity... it makes all the difference in the
world," a poster that is part of the biological diversity
curriculum materials being developed by Midwest
Region?

Coming Attractions
• An interpreters manual that will contain summaries of
several NPS-related biodiversity reports, fact sheets,
sample interpretive programs from NPS parks and
informational papers; target date for completion is
spring, 1989.
• A directory of biological diversity materials, scheduled
for spring completion, that will include sources for
reference, audiovisual and curriculum materials.
• A Servicewide. generic slide program being prepared
by Interpreting Biological Diversity Task Group
member Carol Spears, of Cuyahoga Valley NRA,
intended for both training and public viewing. Spring
completion.

A biological diversity folder describing biodiversity in
the national park system for visitors and park
employees. Early summer completion.
A Smithsonian traveling exhibit on biological diversity, entitled "Diversity Endangered," available now from
the Harpers Ferry Center, with a sixteenth panel planned to depict the NPS role in protecting biodiversity. Early summer for panel completion.
A slide repository plan being developed in cooperation
with North Carolina State University to provide a
clearinghouse for color slides. A pilot module for the
Southern and Central Appalachian region, scheduled
to be completed by fall of 1989, will provide the basis
of the plan's recommendations for developing a Servicewide slide repository.
In the Midwest Region, ten environmental education
units on biodiversity topics, being developed by the
Minnesota Environmental Education Board for
Voyageurs, Indiana Dunes, and Pipestone. Designed to
be used Servicewide, the curriculum units include preand post-site/classroom work, as well as park activities.
Fourth- through sixth-grade students are the target
audience. Summer completion.
NARO's Servicewide project on "inventory and conservation of genetic resources in the form of historically
significant fruit trees" sent a questionnaire to 341 NPS
sites to identify locations of historic plantings. See
Courier for December 1988.
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BY DIANE A. JUNG

SLOWING DOWN
TO PRESERVE
IMPRESSIONS OF WILUAMSPORT.
The distance from Washington, DC, to Williamsport, MD, is only
75 miles, but for those who make the trip the change is immense.
Leaving behind the capital's highly manicured urban landscape
with its great monuments to government and culture, city dwellers
find themselves among the bucolic farmsteads of western
Maryland. Here, the city gives way to rolling hills and cultivated
fields dotted with dairy cattle, massive barns, and aging, wellkept farmhouses. Monuments to agriculture on a human scale,
these family farms represent an aspect of American culture that

W

ithout its identifying sign, few people wouldfindthe office
and shop of Williamsport Presetwation Training Center,
housed in the historic Cushwa Warehouse (part of C&O Canal
NHP).
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seems more connected with our past than it is with our future.
The town of Williamsport itself is an odd juxtaposition of past
and present: old brick homes line the main street through town,
but with more and more frequency proud homeowners "upgrade"
their residences with vinyl or aluminum siding. An elevated, interstate highway bridge crosses both the Potomac River and the
C&O Canal here, in stark contrast to the Canal's unpaved historic
towpath below. Wedged between river and canal is a modern
Potomac Edison power plant, which dwarfs the nearby historic
Cushwa Warehouse building.

With its heavy patina from years of commercial use and
periodic floods, the Cushwa building's simple exterior offers no
hint of the activity housed there. Its appearance belies the
widespread impact of those NPS employees who use it as a home
base for historic-preservation training nationwide. As if to reassure
doubtful visitors or skeptical new employees who arrive in the
parking lot, a routed-wood sign with its requisite NPS arrowhead
announces: Williamsport Preservation Training Center.
To many people in the Park Service, "Williamsport" connotes
something other than a small town in rural western Maryland.
Some think of Williamsport as a sort of gypsy construction company that works on historic structures of the national park system
whenever and wherever there is a need for preservation. Others
think of Williamsport as a trainer of master craftsmen or exhibits
specialists: people whose skills include competency in one or more
trades, a thorough understanding of historic preservation
philosophy, and the ability to manipulate the federal bureaucracy
in support of high quality historic preservation projects. Yet
another impression of Williamsport is that of a "preservation
chautauqua" that travels to diverse geographical areas for the purpose of providing philosophical and "hands-on" education in
historic preservation.
While all of these descriptions are accurate, they do little to
capture the qualities that make Williamsport a success. One visitor
has suggested that its rural western Maryland location inspires
a preservation mind set: that the surroundings encourage immersion in timeless work; that here things decay at a slower rate, thus
creating an atmosphere that fosters appreciation of the past. Others
credit the training center's 11-year history to a well-recognized
need for Park Service craftspeople who are not only highly skilled
in a trade, but also embrace preservation philosophy and apply
it—day in and day out—to their work on the thousands of historic
buildings entrusted to agency. Still others attribute the success of
Williamsport to its dynamic founder and long-time chief, Jim
Askins, who preaches the gospel of preservation to just about
anyone who will listen.
Certainly the personality of its founder, the need, and the location have contributed to the success of Williamsport. Equally important is the intense commitment of the 30-odd employees who
endure cramped office and shop space, weeks away from their
families during the busy construction season, and a never ending
shortage of computers needed to streamline the paperwork—all
to meet pressing project deadlines. Despite the adversities, staff
and trainees reap rewards. They master the techniques and
philosophy of historic preservation, and they do so with a sense
of camaraderie and humor rarely matched in any organization.
When asked about the training center's three-year, historicpreservation "internship" program, one graduate good-naturedly
described it as "midway between joining a monastic order and
the Marine Corps." True, there are great personal sacrifices
associated with being either a three-year trainee or a staff member
at Williamsport—but not at the expense of maintaining one's
individuality or occasionally having some good, clean fun.
The training center staff includes a colorful cast of characters
whose unique personalities leave a lasting impression. Among

W

illiamsport Deputy Chief Doug Hicks and Exhibits Specialist
(trainee) Christian Bookter take a break from
their instructional duties at a preservation maintenance workshop
in Glacier NP.

E

xhibits Specialist (trainee) Dan Van Boxtel seizes an
opportunity to hammer out his weekly reports on the
computer. Competition is stiff for the office's single PC and the
three laptops assigned to field projects.

these individuals is new trainee Dave Thomas. When he pulled
up in the parking lot last September, there was little doubt as to
Dave's identity, although no one at Williamsport had ever met him.
Straight from a carpenter job at Grand Canyon, Dave arrived in
his '67 Dodge truck (affectionately named "Dodge 'Em"), with
its sporty, red-and-white cab, Arizona plates, and flawless handmade wood canoe anchored securely on top. With his fine taste
in vehicles, great sense of humor, and superb carpentry skills,
Dave may be Williamsport's newest trainee, but he has already
distinguished himself as a bona fide member of the center's
singular workforce.
The atmosphere at Williamsport varies from casual to chaotic.
On a recent afternoon, the xerox machine was blocked by a pile
of country hams—fare for the center's upcoming curriculum corn-
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mittee luncheon. Among the office's unofficial "music zones,"
country-western is often heard from behind Secretary Helen
Winn's desk. A trip down the hall might reveal anything from
opera to rhythm and blues or the latest in new wave bands
emanating from the shared office of Architect Tom Vitanza and
Architect-turned Project Manager Lisa Sasser. Last summer, staff
contributed to a local fundraiser by arranging to have Deputy Chief
Doug Hicks "arrested" during lunch at the local American Legion
hall (the place to eat in Williamsport). Since the arrest took place
just before lunch arrived, Doug was pleased to find some
refreshments in a bag packed by the staff, along with phone
numbers of people to call for bail and an approved annual leave
slip.
Despite these occasional antics, Williamsport staff generally
pursue traditional pastimes during the off-hours between running
projects or teaching formal classes while they are on the road.
Fishing, Whitewater rafting, canoeing, hiking, and sampling local
beers are among the activities shared by staff when they work
in such places as Glacier or Buffalo River.
Friends and former co-workers who drop in to visit rarely find
more than a handful of people in the Cushwa building's shop or
offices. For those who really want to savor Williamsport, Monday mornings and Friday evenings are the best time to arrive.
Between 7 and 8 o'clock Mondays, the place is alive with
employees gathering tools and materials and heading out to projects within a few hours' drive. People who haven't seen each other
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A

s Williamsport's newest trainee, Dave Thomas immediately
distinguished himself by arriving from Grand Canyon in a
'67 truck with his hand-made canoe anchored securely on top.

for days or sometimes weeks catch up on the progress of projects,
changes in per diem rates, training announcements, or whatever
might be the topic of the day. By Friday evening, much less energetic groups return to unload suitcases and supplies, complete their
travel vouchers, and head home for a couple of days before the
routine begins again. This ritual is exaggerated when a group
leaves for, or returns from, a project far afield, such as the recently
completed restoration of Faraway Ranch at Chiricahua NM.
People who are in any way connected with Williamsport feel
the energy that motivates everyone who contributes to its success.
Driving to Williamsport through the gentle hills, farmsteads, and
the town, visitors and staff sense that they indeed have arrived
in a place where something special is going on. Departing from
Williamsport they leave behind not only a unique place, but a spirit
shared by people whose dedication creates a bond with the past
they are striving to preserve.
Diane A. Jung is a historian and training coordinator at the
Williamsport Preservation Center. The Center is under the administration of Harpers Ferry Center. More information about its programs is available by writing the chief of the Williamsport Preservation Center. P.O. Box 106, Williamsport, MD 21795, or phoning 301/223-7872.

DAVE WRIGHT AND
JOHN REYNOLDS ON LEADING
THE SERVICE CENTERS
Q: What were your first impressions as the new manager of
the Service Center? Did you find any new demands and challenges
that might not have come with some other position?
JR: I found an incredible variety of professions available and
ready to assist in providing facilities and long range plans for
national park system areas. I also found that the ability of the people in those professions is extremely high, even though their
dedication to the national park system idea is not well understood
in the Service and needs to be communicated better. It's this, I
think, that is the major challenge—to bring about a better
understanding of just how we all fit together within the Center

LJ ave Wright

and how we can assist park management and staff. Another big
challenge for both Dave and me is the lack of a nationwide priority
system and a national set of goals to achieve through the planning
and design and interpretive services functions.
Q: Do you think these challenges are going to be any easier
to meet in the present than they were in the past?
DW: Among other things, John and I are friends. We've been
friends for a long time. I pick up the phone and call him, and
he picks up the phone and calls me. I think one of the important
things is to re-establish these kinds of social relationships between

J ohn Reynolds
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the people at the Centers who are doing the planning, design and
construction work. Once you get people working closer together
on projects, you build trust.
JR: I don't think you can overemphasize Dave's statement about
the influence of our friendship on our management of the centers.
It goes even beyond that. We've been friends for many years. Our
families know each other. It's easy to talk. Dave also was a mentor of mine. I have a tremendous degree of respect for him based
on that relationship, which has continued over a long period of
time. Also, don't forget Dave has worked in the Service Center
before. There are just a lot of interesting little factors that tend
to interweave here.
Q: Sometimes administrators lose touch with the field perspective, especially if they stay in the regional or Washington setting
too long. Do you see that your approach might change if you stayed
on as manager of the Service Center for any length of time, or
is there a way of constantly refreshing that perception?
JR: The answer to both of your questions is yes. I don't think
there's any other purpose for the Service Center than providing
support to the field. But any time you're in a job you tend to be
influenced by things that go on around you every day. So you do
things to help you maintain your perspective. Number one is to
keep contact with superintendents as much as possible. I invite
them to my office and schedule my activities ahead of time so
that I can visit parks—to ask not only about their relationship to
DSC but also about whether there are any operational problems
relating to the Center. I participate in training sessions for
superintendents, go to superintendents' conferences and those
kinds of things. Actually the first day I was on the job in Denver,
Dave Mihalic, superintendent of Mammoth Cave, made a comment that caught me a bit off guard. He said, "Don't forget, John,
that once you're a superintendent, you will always be a superintendent. And don't you forget the responsibility that goes with it."
DW: People tend to forget that the Service Centers are just
that. We provide services to the parks, which, literally, is our sole
reason for existing. But we've done something this past year that
I think will help us reinforce that perspective. We've established
a management advisory board for both the Denver Service Center
and the Harpers Ferry Center. In fact, the first meeting I had with
them, they laid out 29 things that we should be doing differently
in Harpers Ferry. It was very interesting because when we went
down and took a look at those things, they were right.
Q: Is there anything else you'd like to add?
DW: Personally, I believe the Harpers Ferry Center has to earn
continually the right to be respected as part of the national park
system. If you do something good today, that's fine, but you also
have to be doing something good tomorrow and something good
the next day. You have to be doing something good every day of
the year.
JR: In the past, we concentrated on visitor experiences. We
can't afford to do that anymore. We have to learn to do our work
as part of a resource protection program. I think both of us have
another role, too. I think both Centers need to function to keep
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the National Park Service excited about its role in society and
about what it has to offer as an organization. The two of us have
a personal responsibility to do that because of the positions we
occupy. What the public sees first when they come to a national
park generally has been designed by Dave's office and mine. And
the quality with which that has been accomplished has an incredible effect on how the public views the National Park Service.
Q: What directions did they suggest?
DW: Their ideas were geared toward improving our service
and our relationships with the field. Our management advisory
group is made up mostly of superintendents. They are eyes and
ears for us.
Q: You mentioned changing social relationships at the Centers.
What does this involve? Does it start with you and work down?
DW: I wouldn't say it starts there. I'd say it's reinforced. For
example, we were asked to work on a project that John was
involved in: creating a memorial for former Senator Jackson. We
put together a team of HFC people that met with a team from

got a construction project or whatever, were the ones less pleased
with DSC. Obviously, nobody had ever taken the time to tell them
what the Service Center is and how it is organized and how they
fit in; nobody had let them know what their authority level is—
that they truly are only third from the top in the chain of command. So now at the Service Center, we try to help them along,
give them training opportunities to learn how to work with
something bigger than the in-house projects they're familiar with.

DSC and park staff on site; then out of that team we immediately
put together another team that went to Guam and Saipan to respond
to needs that the parks and the Director had out there. That
experience forged a tight relationship between a couple of HFC
designers and a couple of DSC architects. Now they pick up the
phone and call each other to work out problems.
Q: How long do you think it might take before attitudes are
completely turned around?
JR: One thing I realized recently is that our sense of the field's
negative perception is probably overstated. I've spent some time
trying to figure out why that perception existed. I'll back up here
a second. As I prepared to come to DSC, lots of superintendents
called to say positive things about the Center. Please keep it
operating as well as it is, they would say. I also heard from a fair
number of people who said just the opposite. As I started to
evaluate these various calls, two things came out: 1) the people
in the field who were used to relying on other people to accomplish
their goals were pretty happy about what they got out of the
centers, and 2) those used to doing things in-house, who suddenly

Q: How do you deal with the fact that you are using a highly
technological approach to help preserve some very old, traditional
things at the parks? Do you see any conflict?
DW: I went to the Lincoln Home and saw what the Denver
Service Center had done. The home has been structurely redone.
DSC designed a system to hold up the whole house with steel
in order to accommodate the tremendous amount of traffic. They
pulled off the siding and back-plastered, a modern technique to
hold the original plaster in place. They also put in climate control to stabilize the temperature and relative humidity. Then HFC

handled refurbishing furniture, researching and replacing original
wallpaper, and the like. Technology enabled us to do all this. What
DSC has done will preserve the building and the historic furnishings that make it Lincoln's home.
JR: I think there are two other factors that go into that equation besides the artifacts and the technology to preserve them.
One is the people we are communicating with and the other is
the environment of the park itself. Somehow if we're going to
communicate with people who already communicate in
technological ways, then we're going to have to use the technology
also. Likewise, if we're going to preserve the artifacts, we're going
to have to use technology to do this without anybody knowing
it's there. We have to do this while still retaining the basic essence
of the resources that the park was established to preserve.
That's why being an exhibit designer or an architect or a landscape architect or an engineer in the Park Service is so much
different—so much more demanding—than pursuing any of these
professions for any other organization. That's also why the Denver
Service Center and the Harpers Ferry Center should strive to be
the finest places and the most exciting places to work.
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TEXT AND PHOTOS BY STEVE BEESLEY

THESE
ROOMS
WITHOUT CEILINGS
I

f you think of a journey in terms of how long you will be away
from home, you better stop here and go read something more
suited to your tastes—like maybe an airline schedule. I am one
who believes a journey worth taking begins when a dream emerges
from the mists of whimsy to stand before you, solid as handmade
furniture. A journey like this has no end, because what was conceived as dream and planned as probability and undertaken as
reality is cherished as memory. One way, a good way I think, to
measure life's fullness is by the number of memories molded from
the rich clay of one's dreams. This is about one such dream-turnedjourney. As it flows into memory I know it will go with me always,
a treasured keepsake for my psyche.
Everybody has to be for something. I am for adventure. I have
always felt strongly that there need to be wild, remote places left
in this country where survival rides the thin edge of chance, where
time is not a watch but the number of miles attempted or meals
eaten or meals missed. There may be several places like this,
perhaps even many. One I know of is a run of river below Big
Bend known as the Lower Canyons of the Rio Grande, perhaps
one of the least familiar and most seldom visited charges of the
National Park Service. Tagging along behind my dream, I found
myself finally there with three companions late in 1988.
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You take the standard, acceptable risks of rafting a big rivertough rapids, mean weather, equipment failure, medical
emergencies—and, with them as a base, you begin to build in the
extraordinary touches peculiar to a place like the Lower Canyons:
things like remoteness. This lonely stretch of river long has been
reputed to be the most isolated found in the lower forty-eight.
Whether it is or isn't is of no consequence. You screw up here
and you don't—probably can't—walk out.
You stir in other ingredients, too. Flash floods, for instance,
like those spawned by Hurricane Gilbert the week before we
arrived—what tree tops remained still carried the chilling evidence
of the recent maelstrom, forty feet up. Several big side canyons
there also were more than willing to draw the rainfall from their
massive watersheds and rocket it down their smooth bores to further flex the already titanic muscle of the river. A primeval force
without prejudice that moves boulders with the effortless
nonchalance of an unruly child scattering marbles before him:
from such fury there can be no refuge.
Now throw in bites from venomous snakes (two were reported
in the park this year, though fortunately evacuation was possible
and in time). But what happens two days down on a five-day trip
through the Lower Canyons if somebody gets hit by a big rattler?
And then there are the freak encounters with persons foreign
or domestic who do not believe you have a right to be on this
river and are capable of demonstrating the strength of their conviction with a rifle. Such was the case recently, tragically, when
on another stretch of Rio Grande not really very far away two
rafters were wounded and one killed by sniper fire from high up
in the cliffs on the Mexican side. I wonder now how serious might
have been our predicament as we drifted our last day past two
men on the Mexican shore who were picking up something we
could not see and stuffing it into large burlap sacks. They stopped
what they were doing and stood and asked us, eerily, how we could
afford such expensive-looking boats. They made no attempt to
conceal the telescopic rifle one picked up off the ground.
You add these things up and you make your decision. Either
you go for it or you stay at home. You fulfill your dream or you
keep dreaming. So we prepared the best we could and trusted in
our common sense and went.
Once there we found ourselves amidst splendor we could
scarcely fathom. The planned-for terrors began to subtract
themselves from our list, to be replaced with a sense of childlike
wonder and awe I had long since thought myself incapable of.
We found a grand, yet personal, panorama that exists in two
dimensions—upstream and down. Hanging gardens and gushing
springs and side canyons paved in polished limestone. Birds of
unimaginable plumage in campsites, canopied with the hard-edged
verdure of desert trees thriving, enjoying themselves. Canyon walls
burnished by day, then softly brushed by moonlight. The intricate
sculptings of water over rock, the elemental purity of stone and
sand and sunlight. Flowers flourishing in cracks and crevices
where their roots find purchase, their vivid blooms speaking
boldly in voices of magenta and saffron. A place of the senses,
landscaped by God. An occasion for camaraderie formed against
the cadence of oars seating in oarlocks. These things and more.

And after all of this, the only fear left was the fear that too soon
it would be behind us.
These are the memories I now carry with me. I find myself
wanting to pay tribute to these rooms without ceilings, this box
with no lid. My thoughts bend away from the physical rigors of
the trip and sway toward the timelessness of this airy tunnel. This
river that goes its way with the simple dignity of precise, measured movement, slowly, diligently, working its way down through
the ages. Taking time along in tow.
A unit of the National Park system, yes. A National Wild and
Scenic River, too, as well as an international boundary. But these
are merely labels, transient assignments on an agenda of eternity.
Far into the future this river and these canyons will remain, a
continuum of solid, immutable presence that began as a wound
through the skin of the earth. Just a raw gash into the underlying
rock, nothing more, slashed long ago by the impudence of a brash
adolescent river, testing its mettle against a landscape already formidably ancient. A young river that was sole witness to the mute
resistance of the injured rock, steadfast in its defiance, but unable
to oppose the inexorable enthusiasm of water flowing across time.

Of injured rock, slowly sheared into opposite walls as the
maturing river gouged ever deeper into the earth, leaving behind
a vast linear space as a legacy to the power of its passage.
Of rock, forming the margins of a serpentine gulf empty of
all save the sound of the river now grown old, coursing far below.
Of rock, the surviving remnant, the fossil of an extinct landscape, enduring the river's relentless assault to emerge as nature's
most intimate and sensual work-in-progress—
Canyons
Of rock.
Stese Bees ley is a wild-eyed canyon fanatic, cleverly disguised as
an outdoor recreation planner in the Southwest Region. In a letter
to the editor, he described his article as ' 'really a tribute rather
than a travelogue. I have tried to portray these wondrous canyons
in what seem to me to be their own terms rather than mine, and
to present to the reader their duality—of danger snugged up tight
against delight.
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NATIONAL HISTORIC
LANDMARKS
ACCEPTING THE PLAQUE & BEYOND.
Actually, the name says it all. National historic landmarks (NHL)
are America's historic elite—our country's most treasured
resources. They may be buildings, structures, sites, objects, or
districts. Yet most people familiar with the anodized bronze plaque announcing landmark status are probably less familiar with
the process of nomination and designation. Which properties are
offered this highest honor and why, and what happens after the
plaque is in place?
IDENTIFICATION, NOMINATION, DESIGNATION. Under
the direction of Ed Bearss, Chief of the National Park Service's
History Division, professional staff historians, archaeologists, and
anthropologists prepare "theme studies" as a basis for landmark
nomination. For example, one theme in American history is
"Science and Technology." Using specific NHL criteria, the theme
study considers a number of historic properties related to this topic.
Although not all will qualify, one example of an NHL designated
under that theme is the Luther Burbank House and Garden in
Santa Rosa, CA.

Determining which properties deserve landmark status partly
involves an evaluation of the property's integrity, i.e., its ability
to convey its significance. Landmarks need to have a high degree
of integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship,
feeling, and association. Once completed, the theme study is further evaluated by the National Park System Advisory Board, a
committee of scholars and concerned citizens. Following a
rigorous process of selection, only those properties judged to have
"exceptional value or quality in illustrating the heritage of the
United States in history, architecture, archaeology, engineering
and culture" are ultimately designated NHLs.
As part of the ceremony held at a newly designated landmark,
an owner receives a certificate signed by the Secretary of the
Interior and the Director of the National Park Service. At the same
time, he or she is invited to accept a free plaque bearing the name
of the property and attesting to its national significance. If the
plaque is accepted, the owner must agree in writing to honor and
respect the landmark's integrity through appropriate maintenance
and preservation measures.

BY KAY D. WEEKS
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\ J Id Washoe Club, Virginia City, NV, is a Priority 1 landmark.

From 1935 when the program began to the end of 1988, 1,841
properties have received landmark designation. The list includes
familiar places like the Alamo, the Empire State Building, and
the White House, plus lesser-known properties such as Sour
Dough Lodge in Gakona vicinity, AK, or Nan Madol in
Micronesia—each rich in historical interest, but not likely to
become "catchphrases" in the public mind.
Indeed, almost every property type imaginable has been
studied, nominated, and finally designated. There are ships, Indian
burial grounds, sites, forts, bridges, railroads, missions,
lighthouses, and rocket research centers.
AFTER DESIGNATION-NO ASSURANCES. Most important to this particular discussion of NHLs is what happens after
the plaque is in place. Is continued longevity of the treasured
resource assured for future generations? Does it mean that the
property is forever safe from radical changes to its fabric or its
setting? Is it safe from the wrecker's ball? The answer is clearly
"no."
When the national historic landmarks program was enacted
in 1935, it was considered a way to identify nationally significant
properties for inclusion in the national park system. However, in
reality, a landmark's material well-being depends on many factors: how a change in property use is handled, what effect acts
of nature have, how developers approach the historical value of
landmarks, and whether an owner's financial ability and commitment to maintain and preserve the property continue.
Certainly not warranting a "doomsday" prognosis, the majority
of our country's most valued historic properties seem to be holding
their own. Whether open to the public or not, a high percentage
of NHLs (about 84 percent) are maintained, repaired, and exhibit
little or no material damage or deterioration. Others occupy a less
well-defined gray zone—not yet in dire need of work, but clearly
not properly cared for. Still others are visibly "on the edge" of
loss.
This is the count: at the end of 1988, 102 of the 1,841 national
historic landmarks were severely threatened by deterioration or

C xterior site inspection. Photo by Jean Travers.

damage. Another 203 are approaching dangerous levels of damage
and deterioration. This means that 16 percent of NHLs are in
trouble.
NPS REGIONS AND THE WASHINGTON OFFICE. So
what is being done? And who does it? In the absence of fee
acquisition or direct grants-in-aid, the NPS has pursued—and continues to develop—alternative measures for assuring the long-term
preservation of NHLs. "Front-line" program administration takes
place in five NPS regional offices, strategically placed in key cities
(San Francisco, Denver, Atlanta, Philadelphia, and Anchorage)
and serving anywhere from 1 to 17 states. About 15 regional staff
professionals devote at least part of each work day to NHL preservation. The Washington Office's cultural resources program, headed by Associate Director Jerry L. Rogers, coordinates the diverse
NHL activities in one unified administrative framework. WASO
sets standards, shapes policy, and provides technical assistance
to NHLs.
LANDMARK MONITORING. In 1976 the Secretary of the
Interior was authorized to monitor NHLs and report to Congress
annually on those that were endangered. The report, called
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I nspecting an exterior. Photo by Jean Travers.

M

aterial from the inspection is entered into a computer. Photo by
Jean Travers.

"Section 8" in reference to the key provision in authorizing legislation, is based on year-round regional staff monitoring. Working
closely with designated state historic preservation offices, park
superintendents, and others, each region submits its information
on endangered landmarks to Washington. The Washington team
then puts the report together for Congress.
Each year since 1976, landmarks in the Section 8 report have
been categorized hierarchically to identify levels of damage and
deterioration. Priority 1 landmarks are seriously damaged or
imminently threatened, and are so listed in the report. Priorty
2 landmarks are particularly susceptible to serious threat or
damage, but not endangered seriously enough to warrant listing.
Priority 3 landmarks exhibit little or no damage. As reported, most
landmarks fall into this category.
But unchecked deterioration can only get worse. Almost every
year, at least one landmark with Priority 1 status is lost: a number
of Priority 2 landmarks are elevated to the serious Priority 1 status,
and Priority 3 landmarks, previously considered to be in fine condition, appear on the Priority 2 endangered list.
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE. NPS technical assistance
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activities also began in 1976, and continue today through each of
the five coordinating Park Service regions, overseen by the
Washington Office. "In the absence of formal funding, these
activities are vital," notes Ward Jandl, Chief of Technical Preservation Services. Preservation Assistance Division. "Many of the
endangered landmarks are in remote areas, managed or owned
by individuals who don't have the technical know-how to maintain their properties. A large percentage (approximately 30
percent) of endangered NHLs are archaeological sites."
Specifically, NPS technical assistance means giving preservation advice to NHL owners through the regional offices; making
available the federal tax incentives for rehabilitating incomegenerating historic properties; developing and distributing professional standards and technical publications; providing some
grant assistance for survey and planning activities; and giving
NHLs top priority for documentation projects by HABS/HAER.
"There is one drawback to this list," says Jandl. "Most of the
endangered NHLs don't benefit from federal tax incentives because
the properties are not income-producing or because the owners
are unable to finance substantial rehabilitations."
NHL PROPERTY INSPECTION. Clearly, the biggest NHL program breakthrough came in 1985 when Congress appropriated
additional dollars to increase technical assistance. NPS decided
to use the money for NHL property inspections through the
regional offices. Funded and coordinated by the Service, professional inspection teams (architects, historians, engineers) are sent
out to Priority 1 and 2 landmark buildings to evaluate the deterioration and damage. Their goal is to assist property owners to
systematically rank preservation needs, although no funds go to
owners for the actual work.
The inspection team examines the landmark—site, exterior,
then interior. They identify and evaluate the significance and
physical condition of each building element. Photographs are taken
of both the interior and exterior, along with measurements of major
dimensions for scale drawings of the floor plan. The actual
inspection takes about a day at the site, and costs the NPS an
average of $5,000.

Next, the information is entered into a computer and the needed
repairs ranked, beginning with the most critical. Work recommendations and cost estimates are also prepared. As TPS Senior
Historian Chuck Fisher points out. "interestingly, the most critical
work item for a landmark is not always the most expensive—for
example, a simple fire prevention system may be the top priority
in 10 pages of work items and yet be the least expensive. Minor
site work may be much more costly and yet be a low priority."
Fisher is credited with initiating the NHL inspection process as
a means of quantifying threats and damages for both landmark
owners and prospective corporate sponsors.
USING THE INSPECTION TO ADVANTAGE. Recalling a
dramatic change in approach for landmark monitoring from the
earlier years of the program. Architectural Historian Jean Travers
remarks. "NPS lacked detailed information on the specific preservation needs of endangered NHLs—either what work was most
needed or how much that work would cost. This made it difficult
to respond to inquiries from potential donors concerning projects
worthy of funding. The new system makes priorities clear." Travers
goes on to explain. "Using a microcomputer database program
allows in-depth inspections to be performed in a cost-effective,
uniform way. Information can be compiled quickly. The program
also generates a printed Condition Assessment Report, based on
the inspection, that can be given to landmark owners, preservation organizations, and public and private groups."
When completed, the Condition Assessment Report on an
inspected landmark is distributed to NPS cultural resources program managers in the NPS regions, and, of course, to the owners
of the landmark property. To date, 50 NHLs have been inspected
and have printed reports.
INCREASED PUBLICITY. Among the positive spin-offs of a
condition assessment report is its use for publicity purposes. In
order to raise public awareness about the condition of endangered
landmarks and to encourage private donations. Georgia Tech and
the National Park Foundation have prepared a series of "'Landmark at Risk" sheets, summarizing the findings of 20 condition
assessment reports. Each summary features a photograph of the
landmark, gives a brief historical background about the property, then focuses on its condition, makes work/cost recommendations, and tells supporters where and how to help. In October 1987
and again in December 1988. the summaries were distributed
through the NPS regional offices to state and local preservation
offices and landmark owners.
Beyond the new "scientific methodology" of reporting specific damage and deterioration, the NPS hopes its inspections will
reinforce the importance of landmark buildings in general. And.
in fact, something is starting to happen in certain local communities. Funds for repair work on NHLs have been raised in
Alaska. Rhode Island. California, New Mexico, and Mississippi.
These first tentative successes should not be confused with any
assurance that America's "great ones" are finally safe. The more
compelling fact is that there are still more than 300 endangered
NHLs. And the consensus is that, without help, these landmarks
will simply disappear. One thing does seem clear, however. The
National Park Service won't want to quit until all of the 1.841

bronze plaques are displayed, with renewed pride, on repaired
and restored landmark structures in every state.
Kay Weeks is a writer and editor with the Preservation Assistance
Division. A previous article on the Interior Building appeared in
the October Courier.

Landmarks at Risk
Eighty-four percent of our country's most valued
historic properties—National Historic Landmarks—are
maintained, repaired, and exhibit little or no known
damage or deterioration. But this means that the other sixteen percent are not receiving adequate maintenance and
repair, or for other reasons, are at risk of being lost. Here
are some facts:
• The number of endangered NHLs has increased 19
percent from 1987 to 1988.
• The leading threat to NHLs is physical deterioration.
• Other primary threats include inappropriate adjacent
construction, incompatible and damaging new uses,
site erosion, vandalism, and proposed demolition.
• Landmarks at risk include a range of properties
related to American culture—homes of statesmen,
homes of former slaves, lighthouses, forts, schools,
industrial and commercial structures, churches, and
archaeological sites.
• Of the approximately 185 Landmark archaeological
sites, 23. or 12.5 percent, are in danger of being lost.
• Of the current 1,841 NHLs. 102 have been identified
as severely damaged or threatened. Another 203 face
uncertain futures.

How Can Parks Help NHLs?
Many park superintendents, historians and rangers in
the Midwest and Northeast monitor NHLs adjacent to
parks as part of their community outreach. Park managers
recognize that a healthy historic preservation community
surrounding the park will assist in advancing their goals.
On-site evaluations of Landmarks and discussions with
Landmark owners and local preservationists provide an
important link between local preservationists and the NPS.
As one preservationist said recently, "when the NPS shows
up at a site and says it's important, people think a property
is worth saving."
We would like to expand this outreach. If your park
would like to learn more about nearby NHLs. and help
monitor NHLs. contact the appropriate office: Alaska
Region 907/261-2632; Mid-Atlantic Region 215/597-1090;
Rocky Mountain Region 303/969-2875: Southeast Region
404/221-2641; Western Region 415/556-7741.
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PARK BRIEFS
n the Meade's HeadI quarters
exhibit at the

Gettysburg NMP Museum of
the Civil War, visitors will see
a new interpretation of an
ancient museum medium, the
period room. Forming a window onto the recreated headquarters is a theater scrim
painted with an artist's rendering of the July 2, 1863, meeting
that General Meade held with
his corps commanders. Lights
dissolving from the front to the
back of the scrim alternately
reveal the meeting and the setting for this historic encounter,
which includes the original fur-

August 3, 1938,
O nSecretary
of the

Interior Harold Icks designated
the remains of an old charcoal,
cold-blast furnace known as
Hopewell Furnace, and the
ironmaking community that
surrounded it, as a national
historic site. On August 7, 1988,
Hopewell Furnace NHS staff,
friends, and visitors celebrated
the 50th anniversary of this industrial history site.
The day's events began with
a special dedication of the
recently restored furnace waterwheel, which powers the blast
machinery and is the only
operational example of this
technology in America. During
the past spring, the wheel had
been rebuilt by NPS restoration
specialists from Williamsport,
MD.

C apitalizing on the

spirit of The Interpretive Challenge, Zion NP
staff improved spring and summer park experiences for more
than 3,500 youngsters. The
Challenge, you may recall, suggests action "to support Junior
Ranger programs in parks" as a
means to "strengthen the longterm importance of education to
the NPS mission."

scrim will appear opaque; yet it
disappears, becoming transparent, when lit from the back.
Theatrical set designers have
long incorporated scrims in
their sets to promote illusion or
lend unique atmospheric effects
to the dramatic action. Scrims
also have been used by museums
to supplement artifact displays
or period room settings. For
instance, one used in the recent
Smithsonian exhibition about
post-revolutionary life in
America established a building
facade through which the
viewer experienced a period
setting. The Gettysburg installa-

tion, however, may be the first
use in an American museum of
a scrim to re-create an event.
The exhibit is the work of Bill
Brown and the Historic
Furnishings Division at the
Harpers Ferry Center. This
innovative interpretive treatment
of an historic event sets the
stage for adopting other
theatrical devices for use in
interpretive exhibits.

Another program, unique to
Hopewell Furnace, was the
first-person interpretation of
George Kephart, a furnace
filler employed at Hopewell in
the 1830s. Filler Kephart, performed by Ranger Richard

Pawling, gave visitors a glimpse
of the $16-a-month life of the
working man.
Hopewell's cast house
demonstrated molten iron being
cast into stove plates, pots, and
many other products. Costumed
park interpreters assumed the
roles of molders. Through the
restorations and various

demonstrations at Hopewell
Furnace, visitors witnessed a
way of life that endured for
more than 150 years. Preserved
and interpreted at Hopewell are
the roots of the American iron
industry so vital to this nation's
growth.

The Zion Junior Ranger
Program, ably led for several
years by Natural History
Association coordinator Nancy
Courtney, was strengthened by
the addition of three NPS
ranger instructors, enabling a
lengthened season of operation,
and, as Nancy puts it, "an (offsite) enrichment program to the
local elementary schools for the
4th and 5th grade students

about Zion NP and all that it
encompasses."
Zion Natural History Association is to be commended for
its support of this program,
now 15 years old. Also the productive use of fee enhancement
dollars in this way is confirmed
by the thoughts of an articulate
parent; "The Junior Ranger
Program is an invaluable introductory experience that

teaches them how to see nature,
and that experiences outdoors
can be fun. Our whole family
is grateful for the program here
at Zion, and would be thrilled
to see it expanded to many
other national parks."

niture. An audio message
describes the deliberations that
determined the course of the
battle of Gettysburg. Visitors
experience the exhibit from an
enclosed area entered from the
Electric Map theater lobby
where a nearly full size photo
mural of the exterior of the
headquarters building forms an
introduction to the exhibit. The
actual headquarters building
was the Leister House, which
still stands on the battlefield.
Scrim is a coarse, openly
woven textile, not unlike cheesecloth, that has been starched. If
properly lit from the front a

At charcoal hearths, scattered
around Hopewell's forestlands,
5.000 to 6,000 cords of wood a
year were "coaled" to produce
charcoal. Once again, a charcoal pit was fired and the
lengthy process necessary to
provide vital fuel for the furnace was begun. Throughout
Hopewell's active life, many
colliers tended hundreds of
charcoal hearths in the forests
surrounding the furnace. Today
this skill is all but lost; however,
visitors had a rare opportunity
to see the charcoal-making
process re-enacted.
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Sarah Olson

Dianne M. Cram

sign behind the
T heinformation
desk at

The Custom House,

part of Salem Maritime NHS (that just celebrated
its 50th golden year) was
rededicated last summer as part
of a large ceremony honoring
the bicentennial of the U.S.
Customs Service. It will be a
"working" Customs House
until the end of this year, and
has Customs Inspector Dick
Stevens assigned to it to talk to
visitors about Customs history
and current policies.
The generosity of the
Customs Service and Commissioner of Customs William Von
Raab made it possible for the
site to fund eleven exhibits that
were to be delayed due to
budget constraints.
On Dedication Day Commissioner Von Raab presented a
plaque and Customs flag to
Supt. Cynthia Pollack. NPS
rangers and volunteers dressed
up in 19th century costumes for
a living history rendition of
Salem life during that period.
Volunteer David Goss portrayed
Surveyor of the Port, Nathaniel
Hawthorne, who found his
niche in writing rather than
shipping statistics.
Dixie Tourangeau

Lincoln Boyhood NMem
invites visitors to ask about the
Lincoln "Fact of the Week,"
and visitors routinely do. This
creates an additional opportunity
for the interpreters at Lincoln's
boyhood home to spark the
visitors' curiosity about the
Lincoln story.
Looking for a way to initiate
additional interpretive contacts
with park visitors, as well as to
increase his staffs knowledge
of Lincoln's life, Chief of
Operations Jerry Sanders, hit
upon the idea of the "Fact of
theWeek." Drawing upon both
his own knowledge of the Lincoln
story and the park's historical
files, Jerry weekly gleans a
little-known "fact" to share
with the park staff and visiting
public.
Topics for the "Fact of
the Week" have ranged from

R

esearchers at Michigan Tech are using

carbon-14 residues from atmospheric nuclear weapons tests
conducted in the 1950s and
early 1960s to gather information pertaining to population
fluctuations and age-distribution
patterns of Isle Royale NP
moose. Says research team
leader Dr. Rolf Peterson:
"We've collected the bones

living history
A demonstration

cooperatively supported by the
NPS and the Chicamacomico
Historical Association enthralled visitors to Cape
Hatteras NS last summer. A
reenactment of the U.S. Life
Saving Service's Beach
Apparatus Drill, the interpretive event attempts to
humanize the historical
resources of the Chicamacomico Life Saving Service
Station. The drill, organized by
park rangers, demonstrates how
the men of this and other sta-

basic family information, such
as: "who was Abraham Lincoln's
older sister, whom did she
marry, and when and how did
she die," to facts about Lincoln's
frontier schooling (which Abe
said he got by "littles"), to a
brief set of facts listing the
social and economic reasons
causing the Lincolns to move
from Kentucky to Indiana.
The Fact of the Week has
been successful in several different ways. Each week the
park staff learns a bit more
about the Lincoln story. The
fact is first "revealed" at the
weekly staff meeting, adding a
bit of interest to the meeting
and a reminder of what the
park is really all about. The
fact is then distributed in the
staff meeting minutes. As Jerry
has shared responsibility for
developing the Fact of the
Week, interpreters have had
opportunity to research new

facts or verify facts they already
knew. Visitors, especially, are
better served by interpreters
who not only are more
knowledgeable, but also more
alert to the connections
between a simple, perhaps
insignificant, fact and the
larger, more complex Lincoln
story.
A recent Fact of the Week:
Lincoln was steadfast in his
conviction that lawyers should
be honest. "Resolve to be
honest at all events; and if in
your own judgment you cannot
be an honest lawyer, resolve to
be honest without being a
lawyer. Choose some other
occupation, rather than one in
the choosing of which you do,
in advance, consent to be a
knave." (Notes for a law lecture, circa July 1, 1850)

from almost 1,900 moose that
have died from various causes
on Isle Royale over the past
thirty years. During the early
part of that period, there was
still a lot of nuclear weapons
testing going on in the atmosphere. Radioactive carbon, or
carbon-14, was doubled in the
atmosphere and, after 25 years
of steady decline, it is still
some 20 percent above pre-

bomb levels. When the moose
consumed vegetation containing
carbon-14, this was incorporated
into stable proteins in their
bones and teeth. We want to
measure the amount of carbon-14
in their teeth and use it as a
marker to determine each individual's year of birth and the
herd's survival patterns and
population age structure."

tions rescued shipwreck victims
along this east coast section
known as the "Graveyard of the
Atlantic." Besides building
esprit de corps among NPS
staff from Headquarters, Fort
Raleigh NHS, Wright Brothers
NMem and Cape Hatteras NS,
this program helps focus public
attention and support for the
work of the Chicamacomico
Historical Association. Said
Superintendent Thomas L.
Hartman, "The Association has
done an outstanding job of
preserving the historic buildings
and grounds associated with the

site, and I am pleased that we,
as community neighbors, have
been able to support them in
their efforts and at the same
time provide a meaningful
interpretive event for Seashore
visitors."
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PARK BRIEFS
ineteen years after
N Congress
made it

part of the national park system,
a restored William Howard
Taft NHS opened to the public
in three days of ceremonies that
began September 15, Taft's 131st
birthday. Supreme Court Justice
Antonin Scalia led the list of
honored guests, which included
a number of Taft family
members.
The checkered structural history of the house made an accurate
restoration extremely difficult. In
addition to a historic grounds
report, a furnishings study, and
the historical data section of the
historic structure report, two
architectural investigations were
required. The research was not
completed until about 1980.
The paucity of evidence and
the changing standards of
historic preservation made planning for the site difficult and
controversial. In the end. the
1981 master plan called for four
areas to be restored to the
period of Taft"s youth in the
late 1860s, and the remainder
of the house to be adapted for
offices. This was amended in
1986, replacing the offices with
gallery space for interpretive
exhibits.
With the goal of getting the
site open for Cincinnati's bicentennial in 1988. the Service
rehabilitated and restored the

reat Smoky MounG tains
NP is using

enhancement funds to create a
videotape library of interviews
with former park employees
and older residents who called
the area "home" before the
park's establishment. Each interview is filmed where the
individuals lived and worked,
and provides several hours of
raw footage per interview. From
the park's viewpoint, the project funding comes just in time,
since many of the older
residents are passing on. taking
with them valuable knowledge

appropriation in 1987. Meanwhile, the Friends undertook to
raise private funds to acquire
the furniture, carpets, wallpapers, and other decorative
items for the restored rooms,
and to construct the interpretive
exhibits that would occupy the
rest of the house. In all, about
$600,000 was raised from
private sources. The Formica
Corporation, fascinated by the
prospect of showing how their
materials could fit into a
historic environment, donated
premium laminates for the exhibits and assigned a designer
to assist the team at Harpers
Ferry Center. Faculty members
in law and history at the
University of Cincinnati assisted
with the preparation and review
of interpretive materials.

exterior of the house between
1982 and 1985. Planning for the
interior began that summer
with no prospect of construction funding. Later that year,
however, at the urging of the

Friends of the William Howard
Taft Birthplace and other community members. Congress
passed an appropriation to
begin the work. This was supplemented by a second special

of Great Smokies' human and
natural history.
The project grew out of a
series of television spots produced as part of the 50th anniversary of Great Smoky
Mountains NP. These spots
were complemented by a TV
series of three-minute segments
("The Heartland Series") that
drew on experiences of Eastern
Tennessee residents.

ne of the big annual
at Pu'uhonua
O events
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o Honaunau NHP has been
the 18-mile Liliuokalani Canoe
Races from Kailua-Kona to the
park. The men's route stretches
from Kailua-Kona to Honaunau:
then the women crews take the
same canoes and race back to
the starting point. The races
began in 1978 with 10 canoe
clubs, a number that now has
grown to 30. The races are part
of a statewide program to keep
traditional Hawaiian outrigger
canoe racing alive.
Canoe racing day at the park
is interesting indeed as paddlers

The last item was put in place
at 4:00 p.m. on September 15.
At 5:00 p.m., guests began
arriving for a special preview.
Former Senator Robert Taft,
Jr., spoke for the others about
the pleasure that the site gave
them all. Hope Taft, who had
been a founder of the Friends
group, pronounced herself
"astounded beyond my wildest
expectations." The Taft home
had become another jewel that
all the Park Service could be
proud of.
Steven Kesselman

and friends surge into the parking area and visitor center. When
the crews from Kailua arrive,
everyone cheers; then, while
the women's crews are organizing, water traffic gets congested.
Finally, when the signal is given
for the women to depart, the
canoes leave the bay and the
parking lot empties out. leaving
the park startlingly quiet.

NPS PEOPLE
House Liaison, who coordinated six
months of planning. Assisting her on the
committee were Ken Raithel and Randy
Brockway.

David Snyder. Isle Royale NP
historian for four years, has joined the
staff at Apostle Islands NL. In addition to
his regular duties at Isle Royale, he wrote
the National Register District nomination
for downtown Houghton. MI. He was also
a member of the NPS team that studied
the proposed Calumet NHP. and contributed a great deal of time and effort to
making the E&AA Isle Royale Reunion a
success in 1988.

Diana Romero and Marcoantonio
Lozada recently joined National Capital
Region, and, in the process, transferred to
their fourth NPS region in as many years.
Diana has been selected as an administrative technician with the Division of Operations, and Marco as the regional hispanic
employment program manager with the
Equal Opportunity Office. "Both
employees," said NCR's Equal Employment Manager Mel Reid. "are dedicated to
furthering their respective careers and thus
have decided that mobility is the key to
accomplishing their goals."
Diana began her NPS career in the
Southwest Regional Office in 1979. and
Marco in 1980 at Chamizal NMem. The
couple met in 1983 when Marco attended
a training course in the region. They married the following year, moving shortly
thereafter to Seattle where Diana worked
with the Division of Lands in the Pacific
Northwest Regional Office, and Marco
became an.administrative assistant for
Klondike Gold Rush and San Juan Island
NHPs. In 1986, Marco was offered the administrative officer position at Bryce
Canyon NP in Utah (Diana worked in the
Ranger Division). The couple decided to
move again. With Marco's job offer in
Washington. DC. this year, they took to
the road yet a third time, confident that
Diana's varied experience soon would find
her a job. Thanks to the coordinated
efforts of several concerned individuals,
Diana did find a place in the Operations

Division. NCR is quite pleased to have
both Diana and Marco on staff, thus
reaffirming its support of the Service's
dual-career initiatives.

Richard A. Lusardi. Lincoln Home
NHS chief of maintenance, has been promoted to the superintendence of Perry's
Victory and International Peace Memorial.
He replaces Harry Myers who transferred
to the superintendency at Fort Union, NM.

AWARDS
Vaughn L. Baker has been named
assistant superintendent of Mammoth Cave
NP. He began his NPS career as a
volunteer, helping with campfire programs,
and as a seasonal laborer in Yellowstone
NP. Before his selection for the Mammoth
Cave position, he served as a management
assistant at Wrangell-St. Elias NP & Pre.

Wayne Landrum, the chief ranger for
Wupatki and Sunset Crater NMs, has
accepted a transfer as chief ranger at
Biscayne NP. Landrum's NPS career has
covered more than 20 years in the West
and Southwest.

On November 4, more than 350 landscape architects met in Seattle. WA, to
attend the second annual National Conference on Public Practice. Sponsored by
the American Society of Landscape
Architects (ASLA), the conference was
orchestrated by the steering committee
chaired by Carol A. Whipple. NPS landscape architect in the Office of White

WASO's Michael A. Ruggiero has
been awarded a fellowship by The German
Marshall Fund, one of the six distributed
annually to U.S. environmentalists. The
Fund was started in 1972 as a gift from
the Federal Republic of Germany to commemorate the Marshall Plan. The Fund
supports and carries out activities promoting a more informed understanding of
issues that arise between Western Europe
and the United States. In this spirit,
Ruggiero plans to collaborate with scientists at Hohe Tauern and Niedere Tauern
National Parks in Austria, at Berchtesgaden
and Bayerische Wald National Parks in
Germany, and at Swiss National Park in
Switerzerland during a two-month study.
"European parks have faced similar problems longer and have experienced them
with greater intensity than parks in the
United States," Ruggiero said. "I plan to
share with my colleagues in Europe the
approaches that we have taken to implement successful programs."
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Hats off to Lillie Walker, a long-time
NPS employee and secretary to the
associate director of park operations in the
Washington Office. For outstanding performance over the years she was presented a
quality increase by Robert Stanton, who
observed, "Mrs. Walker consistently performs at an outstanding level. Under the
most pressing circumstances, she maintains
the highest level of professionalism and
utmost cooperation. She never hesitates to
offer assistance to her fellow employees or
visitors to the office. For her untiring,
courteous and professional service, I am
honored to present this award."

The U.S. Treasury Department and
U.S. Customs Service recently presented
certificates of appreciation to eight rangers
from Padre Island NS for their help in
thwarting drug smuggling in the area.
Russell Miller, Lori Speaks, Paul
Eubank, Christine Dick, Robert Carnes,
Max Hancock, Tom McDaniel, and
Charles Boling participated in "Operation
Alliance,"an interagency effort to eliminate
illegal drug activity on public lands. The
rangers have assisted in a variety of drugrelated arrests and seizures in an area that
federal officials call an international drug
corridor. One seizure last year amounted
to 1,400 pounds of baled marijuana found
on the island. Cocaine and weapons also
have been confiscated. Padre Island
National Seashore is 69.5 miles long, with
the southernmost tip about 40 miles from
the Texas-Mexico border.
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On November 10, Director Mott, DSC
planner/project manager Richard Alesch
and Buffalo NR assistant superintendent
Jim Liles accepted a Presidential Award
for Design Excellence for the Boxley ValleyLand Use Plan/Cultural Landscape Report.
The plan was prepared by the Service
Center, with assistance from the park and
the Southwest Regional Office. The
awards, presented every four years, honor

Richard Alesch (left), and Jim Lyles.

exemplary federal planning and design
achievement.
The Boxley project was one of ten
recipients selected from more than 500
projects submitted by 64 federal agencies.
Even more significantly, it was one of
three prepared only by federal employees.
The other seven were largely done by
private architectural or engineering firms
for the government. The Park Service
pulled in three of the ten Presidential
Design Awards, but the Boxley project was
the first NPS planning project to receive
the prestigious award.
The Boxley study was completed in
1985 by an interdisciplinary planning team.
In addition to Alesch and Liles, team
members were Mike Bureman. Craig
Frazier. John Murphy. Doug Faris, Laura
Soulliere Harrison, Steve Chaney, and
former superintendent Alec Gould. The
Presidental Award for Design Excellence is
the highest honor an NPS planning or
design project can receive.
Interestingly. Buffalo NR also nailed
down another award from the program.
The Buffalo Point Campground was one of
68 entries to receive a Federal Design
Achievement Award. DSC landscape
architect Larry Walling was the lead
designer on the campground rehabilitation
project and supervised its construction.

William J. Lewis, professor of
sociology at the University of Vermont,
has been awarded the Fellow Award by the
National Association of Interpretation for
his leadership, commitment and outstanding
service to the interpretive profession
through the years. He is the first recipient
of this award. The citation noted that
Lewis had worked 29 summers in
Yellowstone NP as a naturalist and oral
communication specialist. His book. Interpreting for Park Visitors, was described as
"a classic in interpretive literature."

Seldom do NPS employees receive
three awards in succession. But Interpretive Media Specialist Edward F. Pilley,
Jr., of the Southern Arizona Group did
just that. Ed received the James Murfin
Award at the 1988 Biennial Cooperating
Association Convention, in recognition of
his outstanding contributions to the
National Park Cooperating Association
program. He also took first place in the
National Association of Interpreters
Workshop Interpretive Design Competition
(wayside/trail exhibit category) for his
Saguaro NM entry. Finally at a staff
meeting in the Southern Arizona Group
office. Acting General Superintendent
David E. Gackenbach presented him with
a Special Achievement Award. Three
awards back-to-back-to-back—not bad, Ed!

DEATHS
The National Park Service often has
been compared to a close-knit family
whose members share a mutual sense of
tradition, mission, and concern for each
other. Although the agency has grown
dramatically in the last 20 years, recent
events at Gettysburg NMP demonstrate
that this deep sense of caring is still very
much a part of the organization.
Last year, when a young interpreter at
the park was diagnosed with Hodgkin's
disease, the staff was stunned by the news.
Todd Meisenhelter was only 27 years old
and possessed the type of positive, upbeat
personality that inspired enthusiasm in all
with whom he came in contact. His ability
to communicate with school children was
truly remarkable and very special. He loved
his job and felt a real sense of mission
in helping to preserve America's heritage.

Despite his misfortune. Todd carried his
burden with grace, determined to fight the
disease with all the strength he could
muster.
Although the physical ravages of his
illness and its treatment began to take a
heavy toll, Todd courageously carried on
his work, using his still keen sense of
humor to lift the sagging spirits of those
around him. It was an extraordinary
display of inner spiritual strength and
character. As his sick leave balance
dwindled, however, the park's interpretive
staff became very concerned and inquired
about the Service's pilot leave sharing program. Here was a way that the sense of
helplessness felt by his friends and
associates could be translated into useful
action. As word spread through the park
that annual leave could be donated to keep
Todd's paycheck coming regularly, the
reaction was immediate and overwhelming:
520 hours or about 3 Vi months of leave
were donated from all divisions. Since
Todd had previously worked at
Independence NHP. friends there were
alerted and an additional 141 hours were
added to the total.
As word spread throughout the Service
another 32 hours came from employees at
Big Thicket NP. Additional interest in
contributing came from Lake Mead.
Appomattox Court House, Hot Springs,
Valley Forge, and the Washington Office,
as Todd's condition worsened.
Thanks to the gifts of his friends, Todd
Meisenhelter never lost a day's pay during
his long periods in and out of the hospital.
Although the park staff held a memorial
service to mark his passing (he died
November 19), their sadness was mixed
with a sense of celebration that despite his
shortened life, Todd had lived each day to
the fullest, doing work he loved. Says
Gettysburg Historian Kathy Harrison, "For
those of us who knew, worked with, and
loved Todd Meisenhelter, there is no need
to be told what kind of person he was. We
all were enthusiastically invited into Todd's
world and into his big heart, and the warm
feelings there convinced us that we must
have always known him. His friends are
scattered widely, all remembering and
missing those non-ending, rapid-fire quips
and cracks."
The compassion for Todd demonstrated
by employees throughout the Service
deserves recognition and reinforces the
belief that we are indeed a family. It also
1 demonstrates the important role played by

the leave-sharing program in replacing a
sense of helplessness with an opportunity
for practical, useful assistance to those in
need.
Robert E. Davidson
Gettysburg NMP

Herbert Evison passed away on
November 18, 1988. Born in North
Tarrytown, NY, on April 10, 1892, he
entered Holderness School in Plymouth,
NH, in September 1904, after attending
schools in four New York towns and in
Bellefontaine, OH. Later, at Trinity
College, Hartford, CT (1908), he was a
member of the Psi Upsilon Fraternity.
Remaining out of college in the winter and
spring of 1911, he worked, first as a sports
reporter and then as a telegraph editor on
the Beaumont Enterprise, Beaumont, TX.
Back in college, he edited the 7Wrtiry Tripod
in his last year, receiving his bachelor of
arts degree in 1913.
Evison taught in DeKoven Hall, a boys'
boarding school in Tacoma, WA, for a
year, then served as a reporter on the
Seattle Post-Intelligencer, night editor for
the Seattle bureau of the Associated Press;
editor of the Washington Motorist, and
copy reader on the Seattle Times. In 1919,
he organized the Natural Parks Association
of Washington and, as its executive secretary, obtained the Washington Legislature's
passage (1921) of the State Park Act, which
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launched the state's highly successful state
park program.
In 1928 he was chosen by Stephen T.
Mather, Director of the National Park
Service, to be executive secretary of the
National Conference on State Parks. He
was the last survivor of those who attended
the organizational meeting of the Conference
in Des Moines, IA, in January 1921.
With the coming of the Civilian Conservation Corps in 1933, the NPS drafted
Evison to supervise state park emergency
conservation work. Three years later, as
regional officer, he headed the Service's
Region One, extending from Maine to
Louisiana, when the Service first placed
its "emergency" operations on a regional
basis. Thereafter, from 1937 to 1940 and
from 1943 to 1945, he served the region as
its associate regional director. In 1946.
Director Newton B. Drury appointed him
the Service's first chief of information, the
position in which he served until his
retirement in 1958.
In retirement, and with the hearty support of Directors Wirth and Hartzog,
Evison carried on an active oral history
program, taping interviews with more than
400 men and women, both current and
former employees of the Service, as well
as others who played important roles in
NPS history.
Evison was married in 1919 to Shirley
E. Bain in Seattle. They had a daughter.
Shirley E. Groomes of Aspinwall, mother
of five, and Boyd Evison, father of two.
Boyd entered the Service two years after
his father's retirement and is now Alaska's
regional director. Mrs. Evison died in
1981. after more than 60 years of
marriage.
Herbert Evison actively and ardently
supported numerous causes that focused on
the betterment of humankind and the environment. His years since retirement were
brightened by copious communications
with his many friends and acquaintances in
the Park Service family—employees, alumni,
friends and critics of the Service. He
remained an active student of and participant in the political processes affecting
parks, the environment, and human rights,
until shortly before his death. Evison was
a life member and staunch supporter of
E&AA. and a regular contributor to the
Courier. Contributions in his memory may
be sent to the Education Trust Fund, c/o
E&AA, P.O. Box 1490, Falls Church, VA
22041.
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Jane Bill, wife of Harthon L. (Spud)
Bill, passed away October 30, 1988,
following a short illness. She and Spud
were married in 1935, and from then until
his death November 2, 1986, she was a
loving, supportive Park Service wife who
contributed greatly to his successful NPS
career. She is survived by son Harthon L.
(Sandy) Bill (WDT-57. Lahae Datu,
Sapah, Malaysia) and granddaughter
Katherine (222 East Gothic, Gunnison, CO
81230). Those wishing to remember Jane
with a donation in her memory may send
contributions to Treasurer. E&AA. P.O.
Box 1490. Falls Church. VA 22041.

AIDS Task Force, 1111 Ward St., Rm. 307,
Martinez.CA 94553.

ANNOUNCEMENT

Charles P. (Charlie) Clapper (now
North Atlantic Region's Associate Director
of Planning and Resource Preservation)
has worked for the NPS 25 years. He
wanted us to let his friends and associates
know of the passing of his wife, Mary
Ellen. In her obituary, in Information
Technology and Libraries, a friend wrote,
"For those who were privileged to know
and work with Mary Ellen Clapper, her
untimely death on May 3, 1988, can in no
way dim the memory of her spirit and the
lasting impression she left on every person
she touched." Those in the NPS who knew
Mary Ellen agree.

Jason Swinney, 34. died October 31 of
an AIDS-related illness. A native of
Oklahoma. Jason worked for the National
Park Service at Lava Beds NM and Mesa
Verde NP before moving to Golden Gate
NRA in 1984 to accept a position at
Alcatraz Island.
In 1986 Jason graduated from the
Federal Law Enforcement Training Center
in Glynco, GA, and returned to the San
Francisco Bay Area as a correctional
officer assigned to the Federal Correctional
Institution at Pleasanton. Jason's dismissal
by the Bureau of Prisons became a
national landmark case in AIDS-related
job discrimination, ultimately forcing the
Department of Justice to reverse its
position.
Jason led a life of community service
that included coaching mentally handicapped youngsters for the Special Olympics.
Memorial donations in Jason's name may
be made to the Contra Costa County

OUTDOOR WORK CREW
SUPERVISORS NEEDED
• BACKCOUNTRY TRAIL
MAINTENANCE
• NATIONAL PARK AND
FOREST LOCATIONS
• HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT
VOLUNTEER CREWS
For more information and application write or call:

Student Conservation
Association
P.O. Box 550
Charlestown, NH 03603
(603) 826-5206

E&AA
MEMBER

NEWS

Flora Semingsen (Box 9, 1170 W.
Wabash St.. Tucson, AZ 85705) visited
Denver and Fort Collins this past summer,
with stops along the way to visit Mesa
Verde NP and Royal Gorge. She reports
that son Don had neck surgery in October
but seems to be recovering well. Great
grand-daughter Brittany Ann contracted
bacterial spinal meningitis in November
but seems to be on the road to her happy,
cheerful self again, with no serious aftereffects.

Forrest and Mary Benson spent the
Christmas holidays with daughter Teri and
her family in Bethesda, MD, with a side
trip to Williamsburg to enjoy its festivities.
Forrest laments that his golf game is still
terrible—but he continues to hack away.
The couple is enjoying their new
Schnauzer puppy, and observes they now
have "two of the silly things."

Bill and Faye Lukens (1620 S. Cathy
Place, Tucson, AZ 85748) spent the summer in Idaho working on the land they
bought to operate a tree farm. They plan
to return next summer as well. Bill says
that in the summer he is a tree farm
operator, and in the winter a security
guard. The Lukenses are E&AA life
members.

Ken Krabbenhoft (9715 Rockbrook
Road, Omaha, NE 68124) and his wife,
Evelyn, have been able to go out more,
thanks to her recovery from a serious
heart attack. They attended their Scottish
Society of Nebraska Highland Ball in
November and danced—only the slow
dances. They also attended the annual
meeting of the American Society of Landscape Architects in Seattle, and were sorry
to have missed the E&AA reunion in Isle
Royale, but hope to be counted at the 1990
reunion planned for Glacier NP. Another
trip, this one to Nova Scotia, proved to be
especially interesting. They discovered that
all but the largest natural park areas are
staffed completely by seasonals.

The Rocky Mountain Alumni News
informed E&AA that life members Bill
and Lorna Rosenberg (P.O. Box 1865.
Sequim, WA 98382) were treated to an
NPS coffee-and-cake social when visiting
the Denver area. The latest news in personal and professional lives was exchanged
among friends and former coworkers; then
Howard Haiges gave the couple a tour of
the new NPS building. Bill retired from
DSC in 1980 as Chief of Design, Western
Team.

Connie Wirth was in Washington,
DC, before Christmas to attend a National
Geographic Board meeting and the gala,
black-tie celebration of the Society's 100th
anniversary.

Ted Swem sent $100 to E&AA for life
membership, selecting the Grand Canyon
Video Post Card as his premium. His
determination to go for life came years
after regularly paying annual membership
rates. Now he says he feels worry-free,
never having to scratch his head again and
decide if it's time to mail in his annual
membership check.

Instead of an "Evening at the
Improv," a group of Tucson, AZ, retirees
had an "Evening with the Hartzogs" when
George and Helen hosted a dinner at a
local inn the evening of November 14.
Those attending were Dick and Alice Lee
Boyer; Dave Beal; Faye Lukens; John and
Bea Cook; Luis and Aggie Gastellum; Joe
and Barbara Rumburg; Forrest and Mary
Benson; Dan and Joan Davis; Boyd and
Polly Finch; former concessioner Al
Donau; and LBJ NHP Superintendent
Harry O'Bryant. Visiting Tucson to attend
a George Wright Society meeting, the
Hartzogs decided they would like to join
with local retirees to swap stories of
bygone days and to "remember when." As
everyone expected, there were some interesting stories shared.
(An autographed and/or personally inscribed hard cover edition of George Hartzog's book. Battling for the National
Parks, is available from E&AA (P.O. Box
1490, Falls Church, VA 22041) for $15.)

Wedding bells rang for Jean Ayers
Knapp, a retired program analyst with the
Eastern Office of Design and Construction, and Dr. Willard S. Herding, who
knew each other from time spent at St.
Lawrence University. Their honeymoon
took them on a 5,600-mile trip to meet
each other's relatives and friends.

DSC's Rich Giamberdine is featured
in an article entitled "Rebel With a
Cause" in Colorado Green magazine. The
article captures the essence of DSC and
Rich.

BUSINESS

NEWS

Although a little rain occasionally
does fall on the Education Trust Fund, the
sun usually shines in the form of positive
responses from those who benefit from the
loans. One Trust Fund recipient, who is
paying her loans off personally due to
family illness, wrote to thank E&AA for
making it possible for her to attend the
good, expensive, private college she had
her heart set on. In fact, it was the Trust
Fund loan that, one quarter, made it possible for her to continue her studies without
taking a leave of absence. Letters such as
this make the work of the association
exceptionally rewarding.

E&AA board members voted for
Rocky Mountain RD L. Lorraine
Mintzmyer as the new E&AA chairman.
DSC manager John J. Reynolds as vice
chairman, Theresa G. (Terry) Wood as
executive director, Maureen M. Hoffman
as treasurer, former Director George B.
Hartzog. Jr.. as director-at-large. and Luis
A. Gastellum as special memberships
chairman. Southwest RD John Cook, who
has served as E&AA chairman since late
1985, following the untimely death of
Daniel J. (Jim) Tobin. declined to be considered for the position again. Vice Chairman Vernon Ingram also wished to resign,
having served as vice chairman since
January 1985. George W. Fry. who has
worked for E&AA faithfully and selflessly
since its beginnings at the Fontana Dam
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NRA Superintendents Conference in
September 1955. likewise has decided to
re-retire and resigned his special memberships chairman position. The E&AA board
unanimously voted to elevate former
director Conrad L. (Connie) Wirth to the
position of director-at-large emeritus. A
certificate bestowing this honor on him
was presented at the 1988 Founders Day
celebration in his honor by National

Capital Regional Director Robert G.
Stanton. The directors representative on
the board will be filled early in 1989.
since Mr. Stanton, who has held in this
position since October 1987. has returned
to National Capital Region as its RD.
Please make a note of your region's or
office's employees and alumni reps. Any
questions may be directed to these
individuals or to the Executive Director.

E&AA. P.O. Box 1490. Falls Church. VA
22041.
E&AA has doubled its membership and
increased its membership benefits one hundred percent over the past five years,
thanks to the hard work and support of its
alumni and employee members. The
E&AA is grateful for the support of
Director William Penn Mott. Jr. Please
continue to support your E&AA.

Members of the Board of Directors,
Effective J a n u a r y 1, 1989:
Term of
Name & Category
Office

Regional
Office

Name &

Mo Khan. Employees
Marjorie (Mike) Hackett. Alumni

1987-1990
1989-1992

WR
WR

Lorraine Mintzmyer. Chairman.
Employees

1989-1990

RMR

Robert W. Reynolds. Employees
Robert C. Haraden. Alumni
Frank T. Deckert. Employees
Dixon B. Freeland. Alumni
Alan M. Hutchings. Employees
Jim Rvan. Alumni
Margaret T. Davis. Employees
Georgia A. Ellard. Alumni
Don Jackson. Employees
John V. Craig. Alumni
Herb Olsen. Employees
Keith E. Miller. Alumni
Bob Deskins. Employees
Joe Brown. Alumni
Larrv Henderson. Employees
David D. Thompson. Alumni
David H. Wallace. Employees
Howard Haiges. Jr.. Employees
Nan Ketter. Alumni
Jean R. Swearingen. Employees

1989-1992
1988-1990*
1989-1992
1989-1992
1988-1990*
1989-1992
1987-1990
1989-1992
1989-1992
1987-1990
1987-1990
1989-1992
1987-1990
1989-1992
1989-1992
1987-1990
1987-1990
1989-1992
1987-1990
1989-1992

RMR
RMR
MAR
MAR
MWR
MWR
NCR
NCR
PNW
PNW
NAR
NAR
SER
SIR
SWR
SWR
NFC
DSC
DSC
AR

John J. Reynolds. Vice Chairman.
Alumni

1989-1990

DSC

Terry Wood. Executive Director,
Alumni

Appointed

WASO

Charles

1989

WAS0

,_.„.
. .
*Filhng an unexpired term

Other Officers of the E&AA:
T e r m of

Category

<Buleh> F a r a b e e Employees & Trust Fund Officer
Maureen M. Hoffman. Treasurer.
A,umni

Office

-' 992

Regional
Office

Appointed

DSC

George B. Hartzog. Jr.. Alumni
Director-at-Large

Elected/
Unanimously

WASO

Conrad L. Wtrth. Alumm
Director-a.-Large-Ementus
L u i s Gastellum. Alumni
S p e c i a l Membership Chair

Elected/
Unanimously
Elected/
Unanimouslv

WASO

Mary Maruca. Courier Editor

NPS Employee

WASO

Gavle Sleznick. NPW National Chair

Elected by

WR

Sheila Portillo. Breeze Editor. NPW

SWR

WR
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James V. (Jim) Court, retired
superintendent of Custer Battlefield NM.
continues to be involved in its preservation. Gradually, the Custer Battlefield
Preservation Committee. Inc.. of which he
is a member, has been buying land
situated where Custer's Seventh Cavalry
fought its last campaign. The committee
already has purchased 1.092 historically
important acres and is alert for other
parcels it hopes to add to the 760 acres
already owned by the NPS. Tracts purchased to date lie between Custer
Battlefield where Custer and 210 soldiers
died, and the Reno-Benteen site where the
seven companies split from Custer's command held off warring Sioux and Cheyenne
for two days. In addition, the committee
purchased an 80-acre tract at the entrance
to the park to preserve it from threatened
development.
The area surrounding the battlefield has
changed little since that hot June day in
1876 w hen the most famous battle of the
Indian Wars was fought. Tall grass still
waves in the breeze and there is little to
remind a determined visitor that it is 112
years later. The committee's goal is to
keep the battlefield this way. the way it
was in 1876—no gas stations or convenience stores if the committee has anything
to say about it.
The Custer Battlefield Preservation
Committee is a non-profit organization that
raises most of its money through private
donations. 100 percent of which go for
land purchases. All contributions are tax
deductible. Donations may be mailed to
Custer Battlefield Preservation Committee.
P.O. Box 7. Hardin. MT 59034.

Bob Hall and his wife spent several
weeks in Alaska this summer, visiting their
son. Charlie, who lives in Anchorage.
They flew with him in his little Cessna,
enjoying dramatic views of glaciers, moose
and bears. They also traveled in a camper
to Denali. starting out at 10 p.m. for the
90-mile ride out to Kantishna. beyond
Wonder Lake (private vehicles are not
allowed on the park road during the day).
Once there, they enjoyed a colorful
twilight, which was reflected on the lake,
and sighted ptarmigans, moose, caribou,
foxes and a wolf. Mount McKinley was
without cloud cover . Bob's last trip to
Denali NP was in 1947 with Leo
Diederich. Al Kuehl and Sco Delong.

E&AA welcomes Cecil L. Hanner
(P.O. Box 89. Wilsall. MT 59086) back
into the association. He was a charter
member of E&AA when it was formed in
September 1955. He retired from
Yellowstone NP as its administrative
officer in 1973. % Jim and Bonnie
Blaisdell (5425 Indian Beach Lane. Friday
Harbor.WA 98250) recently enjoyed a
wonderful trip to the Northwest Territories
and five of Canada's national parks in
British Columbia and Alberta (Wood
Buffalo. Jasper. Banff. Yoho and
Kootenay). They report that the "Canadian
national parks are positively. . .well.. .too
beautiful for words."

H. Gordon Bender (4975 Holyoke
Way. Sacramento.CA 95841) is extremely
pleased with his 1989 K.C. DenDooven
wall calender, an E&AA membership
benefit on the payment-toward-lifemembership plan. He says he meant to
become more active in E&AA sooner but
"procrastination often reared its ugly
image—no more now."

George and Helen Fry have been
enjoying a pleasant fall and winter at their
new home near the Wilmington, NC.
coast. They have their bicycles out again,
after four years of disuse, and are enjoying
mild temperatures for their strolls along
the beach.

Carlock E. (Corky) and Helen
Johnson had to miss the E&AA Reunion
in Isle Royale NP because of other travel
plans. They celebrated their 50th anniversary in Hawaii, enjoyed the fall in Glacier.
Yellowstone, and Grand Teton NPs. and
wintered in Florida. Tennessee and South
Carolina. They report that all is fine with
them as well as with neighbor Dusty (Mrs.
Jack) Anderson, who has been visited by
friends such as Mary Rutter and Jean
Tobin. They closed their letter with a request for George Hartzog's book. Battling
for the National Parks. Observed Corky,
"there was never any question in my mind
that he was the man for the job in that
critical period of NPS growth and
development."

Appomattox Court House NHP
Superintendent Jon Montgomery presented
parents John and Mildred Montgomery
with E&AA membership. This encouraged
John to write and reminisce about a snowy
day in November 25 years ago when a
storm knocked out the power at Chiricahua
NM and left the family with no means of
cooking. Then Superintendent Ray Ringenbach asked the Montgomerys to dine with
him and his family. It was a chance to
meet the new boss' wife (the Montgomerys
had only been in the park several days)
and so they went. Returning home to a
cold house, they proceeded to pile a rug
on the bed in order to keep warm. The
next day. while John was in the office and
the superintendent was out. Mildred called
to ask her husband to find Ray. Mrs.
Ringenbach had suffered a cerebral hemorrhage. On the way to the hospital 40 miles
away, they heard Dan Rather announce the
death of John F. Kennedy on the radio.

A GOOD IDEA
NPS Southeast Regional Director
Bob Baker, in conjunction with Trust
Company Bank of Atlanta, GA, has
developed a program whereby a
precentage of that bank's credit card
charge will go to the E&AA Education
Trust Fund, the Ranger Museum at
Yellowstone, and the Horace M.
Albright Development Fund. You can
help these funds by applying for a
Trust Company Bank credit card. For
additional information, call Terry
Wood at 202/343-4481 or write to her
at P.O. Box 1490, Falls Church, VA
22041.
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